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EXPERIMENTS ON, ECCENTRICALLY BRACED FRAMES

WITH COMPOSITE FLOORS

Abstract

An eccentrically braced steel frame is a structural system in which eccentricities are

deliberately introduced into the bracing configuration. As a result, the axial forces in the

braces. are transferred among braces and to columns through shear and bending in a portion

of the floor beam called the link. A link in an eccentrically braced steel frame acts as a

ductile fuse. During overloading of the structure the links are designed to yield and dissi

pate large amounts of input energy while inhibiting brace buckling. In addition to possess

ing good ductility, an eccentrically braced steel frame also possesses a high elastic stiffness.

As a result there is currently a growing interest with regards to its use in seismic design.

Past experimental research has assessed the performance of links and eccentrically

braced steel frames under extreme cyclic loading. While these investigations have demon

strated the superiority of these structural systems and provided an. adequate evaluation of

the ipelastic behavior of short links, they have not adequately addressed the issue of the

effects of composite action on link performance due to concrete floor slabs. This important

topic is treated in this report.

In the first part of this report the results of an experimental study are presented con

cerning the cyclic behavior of short links in eccentrically braced steel frames with compo

site floors. This study includes eight tests which were performed on two-thirds scale

subassemblies consisting of floor beams of eccentrically braced steel frames. Two of these

specimens were bare steel, with the remaining six consisting of steel sections with a compo

site floor slab. The observed behavior of each specimen is documented. The results of

each test are then analyzed and compared in order to determine the increase in cyclic link

capacity due to composite action, whether cyclic web buckling in composite links can be
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inhibited using bare steel link design criteria, and the extent of 'participation and damage of

the concrete floor slab under extreme loading.

The remaining part of this report deals with analysis of the interaction between the

floor beam and slab in EBFs with ~omposite floor systems. An analytical procedure is

developed for determining the effective slab width and moment of inertia of composite floor

beams in EBFs whereby orthotropic floor slab and beam flexural properties are taken into

account. Analysis of several test specimens are reported in order to indicate the accuracy

and reliability of the method. Additional analyses are also reported in order to demonstrate

the effects of orthotropic slab behavior and the beam spacing-to-span ratio.

The results of the experimental study and floor slab-beam interaction analysis were

used to establish constitutive relationships for finite element models. These finite element

models were then used to perform cyclic static and seismic nonlinear analysis of eccentri

cally braced frames. The formulations for the finite element models and the nonlinear

analysis results are discussed in a companion report entitled Dynamic Analysis of Seismi

cally Resistant Eccentrically Braced Frames. which has been published as EERC Report

No. 87/07.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1. General

The design of earthquake resistant structures is a challenging task. The structural

engineer must design a structure to resist seismically induced loads which are not clearly

defined. Often, the seismic design loads are based on building codes or determined by a

response spectra technique. Determining the seismic loads by one of these methods

assumes that the building code or response spectra are representative of a major earthquake

that would occur near the site of the structure. Choosing a representative earthquake is

difficult, for each earthquake produces unique ground motions which affects the energy con

tent at the various ground motion frequencies. in addition to the duration of strong shaking.

Consequently. there is no assurance that the intensity of loads during an earthquake will not

exceed the maximum intensity level which the structure was originally designed to resist.

Because of the uncertainties associated with estimating seismic induced forces on

structures, a seismic design method has evolved based on a three tier philosophy. Firstly,

under minor ground shaking which has a high probability of occurrence, the structure must

- not suffer any structural and non-structural damage. Hence, the structure must remain elas

tic during minor earthquakes and possess sufficient elastic stiffness to limit structural dis

placemems and interstory drift. Secondly, during moderate earthquake activity which has a

low probability of occurrence, the structure should not undergo any structural damage,

although a limited amount of nonstructural damage is allowed. To meet these requirements,

the structure can undergo minor inelastic activity in critical regions. Finally, under extreme

ground shaking which has an extremely low probability of occurrence, the structure must

not collapse resulting in loss of life. Inelastic structural behavior is allowed since it would

not be economical to elastically resist" such major earthquakes. Structural systems which
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possess stable hysteretic loops and ductile behavior tend to perform well under extreme

loading conditions during major earthquakes, for they are able to dissipate large amounts of

energy input without collapsing.

1.2. Conventional Seismic Resistant Steel Structures

For medium and high rise buildings, structural steel has been used extensively due to

its excellent strength and ductility properties. Two of the most commonly used structural

steel systems in the past have been moment resisting frames (MRFs) and concentrically

braced frames (CBFs).

Moment resisting frames can be designed to be ductile and dissipate large amounts of

energy during earthquakes [1]. A typical configuration of such of system is shown in Fig.

1.1. The dissipation of energy is mainly obtained through inelastic action in the beam

column joints. Ductility of a moment resisting frame requires proportioning the beams and

columns to meet the so-called strong column-weak beam design concept, with proper details

for the beam-column joint. A properly designed moment resisting frame subjected to cyclic

load is shown in Fig. 1.2, indicating the stable hysteretic behavior resulting in continued

energy dissipation.

In the elastic range, moment resisting frames can often be laterally too flexible due to

large flexural deformations of the beam. As a result, limiting the elastic interstory drift

often controls the design of such systems. Consequently, a more costly design is required

whereby larger beam sections are used. The moment that is transferred from beams to "

columns creates large shear forces in the beam-column panel zones [1,38]. In the inelastic

range these panel zones can develop considerable distortion, resulting in a significant

increase in the interstory drift. Furthermore, recent research [38] demonstrates that severe

panel zone shear distortion can lead to distortion of the column flange at the beam-column

connection, eventually causing a brittle fracture of the beam flange welds. Web doubler

plates are onen used in the beam-column panel zones to avoid these problems. thereby
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adding to the expense of the design.

It is generally more economical to resist lateral loads and control deflections with

bracing such as that used in concentric braced frames. Fig. 1.3. The braces in a concentric

braced frame cause the structural system to act as a vertical truss which possesses an excel

lent lateral elastic stiffness. Concentrically braced frames are thereby able to control story

drift and resist minor ground shaking. However, the use of this type of structural system is

cautioned against where there exists a high probability of the occurrence of a major earth

quake during the life of the structure. Popov and Black [2] have experimentally demon

strated that braces which repeatedly buckle under cyclic loading suffer a drastic decrease in

their buckling strength and ability to dissipate energy, see Fig. 1.4. Such brace behavior

affects the global behavior, as illustrated in Fig. 1.5 [39]. where the concentrically braced

frame's lateral load carrying capacity dramatically decreases with continued cyclic displace

ment. Unstable behavior could eventually develop leading to the collapse of the frame.

1.3. Eccentrically Braced Steel Frames

Since 1978 Popov and his associates at the University of California at Berkeley have

conducted exi~nsive research on a new type of structural system for earthquake resistant

design. This new structural system is known as the eccentrically braced frame (EBF).

EBF's have both properties of a high elastic lateral stiffness and good energy dissipation

capacity. making its use advantageous for seismic resistant design. Some typical bracing

configurations of EBFs are shown in Fig. 1.6. These types of framing configurations can be

referred to as K-braced frames, D-braced frames, and V-braced frames ,respectively. Links

of length e are fonned in these EBFs by arranging the braces as shown in Fig. 1.6. In

EBFs, the axial forces in braces are transmitted through the adjoining links by bending and

shear action.

The elastic lateral stiffness of an EBF is dependenl upon the relative length of the

links, e. to the bay width, L. For large values of e/L the elastic lateral stiffness approaches
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the stiffness of a moment resisting frame. By decreasing the e/L ratio the elastic lateral

stiffness increases and eventually approaches that of a concentrically braced frame. This

behavior is demonstrated in Fig. 1.7 for two simple single story models.

Under severe seismic ground motion where inelastic behavior is expected, the links act

as fuses for dissipating energy, as illustrated in Fig. 1.8. A link which undergoes inelastic

activity and dissipates energy will be referred to as an active link. To ensure that an active

link possesses sufficient ductility under cyclic loading and good energy dissipation capacity,

the steel section forming the link must be checked to determine if web stiffeners are

required to control cyclic web buckling [3,5,7]. The hysteretic behavior of a link designed

where the web was reinforced with transverse stiffeners is shown in Fig. 1.9. This link was

a bare steel specimen which yielded predominantly in the web due to shear. By observing

the fact that the shear force reached a limiting value in the link following yielding and

strain hardening, the maximum forces required to be developed in any adjoining brace of an

EBF can be determined by statics. Therefore, the braces of an EBF can be prevented from

buckling by designing them to resist the link's maximum shear force. This assures that an

EBF will not have its energy dissipation capacity decreased due to cyclic buckling of the

braces. This is difficult to guarantee for concentrically braced frames. The global hys-

teretic experimental response of a one-third size EBF is shown in Fig. 1.10, illustrating the

stable hysteretic behavior. The performance of the EBF is superior compared to the con-

centrically braced steel frame's performance shown earlier in Fig. 1.5.

~ 1.4. Bare Steel Link Behavior
\ ,

A link is typically exposed to both high moments and shears in the elastic and inelas-

tic states. The performance of an EBF during a major earthquake depends to a large extent

on the inelastic behavior of the links. In a well designed EBF, except for the plastic hinges

at the column bases, all the inelastic activity of the frame should be concentrated in the

links. Representative examples of this condition are illustrated in Fig. 1.8 for the collapse
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mechanism of a K-braced and V-braced EBF, respectively. Active links have been

classified by previous researchers [7,18] into categories according to the type of hinge

formed. Three rype of hinges, shown in Fig. 1.11, can be identified in EBF:

1. Plastic hinges developing moment Mp [Hinges (1)].

2. Plastic hinges developing moment larger than M; and less than Mp which are simul

taneously subjected to a relatively high shear force [Hinges (2)].

3. Plastic hinges with moments equal to or less than M; accompanied by web yielding in

shear of Vp [Hinges (3)].

The quantities M;, Mp' and Vp associated with the above hinges are defined as follows:

(1.1 )

(1.2)

(1.3 )

where

Mp =plastic moment capacity of a steel section,

M; = plastic moment capacity of a steel section reduced by shear,

Vp = plastic shear capacity of a steel section,

G y = yield stress of steel,

Z = plastic section modulus,

d. tr' tw ' bl = depth, flange thickness, web thickness, and flange width of a steel

section, respectively.

Fig. 1.12 shows a typical moment-shear (M-V) interaction surface for a wide flange

steel section. The function may be approximated by an expression developed by Neal [19]:

v==vp ( 1.4)
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(1.5)

(1.6)

Considering the equilibrium of a link, Fig. 1.13, with moments M; and shear Vp the max

imum shear hinge length b * can be determined:

M* .
b*=2-P

Vp

This force state at each end of the link corresponds to the balance point of the moment-

shear interaction surface. Links with l,engths shorter than b· develop shear yielding in the

web. Such links are referred to as "shear links", and the hinges that form conform to type

3. A link with hinges of type 1 is called a "moment link", whereas a link with a hinge of

type 2 is designated as an "intermediate link". Experimental studies [3] have indicated that

shear links provide greater energy dissipation than links whose lengths are larger than b·

where the hinges are of type I or 2.

Recent studies [7] indicated that no significant change in the link end moment capacity

occurs even with large plastic shear deformation. It was concluded that in the strain-

hardening range the cross-coupling effect between moment and shear was negligible.

Therefore, a rectangular moment-shear yield surface was proposed, Fig. 1.14, where Mp

instead of M; is used to establish the maximum shear hinge length bma~:

(1.7)

If the link's length equals bmu two moment hinges form at shear yield. In order to prevent

excessive flange strain during strain hardening as a result of large moment hinge demand, it

has been suggested to limit the end moment to 1.2Mp for a shear of 1.5Vp ' and the max-

imum recommended link length for a shear link has been limited to:



(1.8)

7

M
e $ 1.6-P

Vp

At Berkeley active links yielding primarily in shear in the web have been studied. Until

further research is completed [41], it has been recommended not to exceed the link length

given by Eq. (1.8).

The inelastic deformation of the link, yp' is related to the link's length e and EBF

configuration, as shown in Fig. 1.8. In shear links, most of Yp is due to inelastic shear

strains in the web as a result of a large shear force. Large end moments develop in moment

links. whereby inelastic axial strains develop in both of the flanges and the web which

increase the link curvature at the link ends in agreement with ordinary beam theory. For

long links no plastic shear deformations develop in the web. For a intermediate link, the

inelastic deformation is due to both the shear and moment mechanisms.

Links are "excellent energy dissipators under cyclic loading if the ultimate state of the

link can be developed and maintained. To develop the link's full strength and deformation

capacity, proper web stiffening is required, in addition to lateral bracing at both ends of the

link. Furthermore, other frarite members must be designed and detailed to be stronger than

the links.. Inadequate link energy dissipation capacity may result in collapse of an EBF

under continued strong seismic forces. The ultimate state of shear links is reached when

the ultimate shear force Vu;t has developed. Based on experimental studies [3,5,6,7,8] it has

been determined by previous researchers that Vult for design purposes should be taken to be

at least

(1.9)

The link end moments at the ultimale Slate are determined by slalics considering the shear

to be Vult. For links adjacenl to columns Ihe link end moments are not equal, il has been

found [7] that the link end moment at the column face approaches a maximum moment in

excess of Mp .
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Proper web stiffening of the link is accomplished by providing web stiffeners of uni-

form spacing. Early work by Hjelmstad [3] resulted in empirical equations relating the web

stiffener spacing to the energy of the link:

~ = 94 - 14 in [E*]
tw Ee

(1.10)

(1.11)

where a, tw ' respectively, are the stiffener spacing and web thickness. Ee • E *, and E~.

respectively, are the elastic energy stored by a link at yield, the energy absorbed during the

largest prebuckling cycle, and the total energy dissipated prior to buckling.

Later it was proposed by Kasai [7] defining an allowable link deformation of a half

cycle, 'Yb' (see Fig. 1.15) as criterion for inhibiting link web buckling. Using the guidance

of classical monotonic plastic plate buckling theory, an empirical rei ationship was

developed relating Yb to the link panel zone dimensions and web thickness. reading:

where

a
a= -

b

/3=
b (d - 2tt )
-=
tw tw

8.98 + 5.~0
a-

~ 60 8.98-' + 2a

. for a ~ 1

for a ~ ] ,

(1.12)

in which a, b, and two respectively, are the web stiffener spacing. web panel zone height,
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and web thickness. The terms d and tt, respectively, are the depth and flange thickness of

the steel section.

Malley [5] has. proposed design guidelines for sizing of the stiffeners, using criteria

based on tension field action and modified elastic buckling solutions to account for the 'ine

lastic nature of shear link web buckling. Accordingly, design guidelines were provided

requiring appropriate web stiffener strength and rigidity.

1.5. Composite Action of Links Under Monotonic and Cyclic Loading

For gravity loads, multistory steel frame buildings often are designed where the con

crete floor slabs act compositely with the steel beams. Composite action results in an'

increased moment capacity of the members. This allows smaller sections to be used for the

floor beams. Under gravity loads, a major portion of the beams' span length has, the con

crete slab acting in compression by the action of the positive moment developed in .the floor

beams. However, lateral loads applied to the structure due to an earthquake can cause

cyclic reversal of moments in the composite beams, leading to cracks in the concrete slab

under the action of negative moment. Cracking of the concrete slab has been found to

decrease the strength of a composite beam under cyclic loading [22]. It is generally

assumed in design that the concrete slab has no tensile strength, the negative moment capa

city of a composite beam is thus equal only to that of the steel section and longitudinal slab

reinforcement.

Composite action between a concrete slab and steel beam is achieved' by using shear

connectors to develop horizontal shear forces along the interface of the concrete and flange

of the steel section. Internal forces acting at a section of a composite beam are shown in

Fig. 1.16. From statics the total moment, M, at the section is equal to

(1.13)

where M bm and M s are the moments in the steel section and concrete slab, respectively.

The horizontal force F is developed in the concrete slab and steel section through the
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transfer of shear forces along the beam by the shear connectors. When no slip between the

slab and beam occurs, F has a maximum value of F·. Under such conditions the strain in

the slab, Es ' and the steel beam, Ebm' at the interface are equal, hence:

(1.14)

If applied loads to a composite beam cause connector deformation, slip between the slab

and beam occurs, leading to partial composite action where the force F is less than F'.

Under these conditions, Es and Ebm are not equal and the strain profile appears as shown in

Fig. 1.16. When the force F is equal to zero, no composite action between the slab and

beam develops. Since the curvatures for the two media are the same due to the weight of

the slab acting on long spans, the total moment is equal to the sum of the steel section and

the slab. That is:

M = Mbm + Ms (1.15)

This would be the case when no shear connectors are provided, or if the connector capacity

has completely deteriorated under cyclic loading.

Since the critical aspect in composite design is the transfer of shear .forces between the

concrete slab and the steel section, it is essential that the shear connectors be given careful

consideration. With the advances in cold formed metal decking systems through the 1950's,

there has been an increased use of formed metal decking in the concrete floor slabs of steel

framed buildings. Formed metal decking consists of ribs of height h, width w, with a cell

between ribs as shown in Fig. 1.17. During construction the formed metal decking serves

as a work platform and in-situ form work for the concrete slab. As a finished floor, the

metal decking serves as reinforcement for the concrete slab to resist floor loads applied

between floor beams. To develop the composite action between the floor slab and the steel

floor beam, the shear connectors are welded through the deck at the base of the rib, to the

top flange of the steel section. Past research [9,13] has shown that the shear connector's

rigidity and strength are affected not only by their size but also by the geometry of the deck
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and the arrangement of the connectors within the ribs. Important facts re~ated to this

research are summarized below:

1. When the rib width to rib height ratio, w/h, becomes too small, the shear con

nector strength is reduced due to cracking and shearing of the concrete rib. A

value of w/h greater than 1.75 is recommended.

2. The shear connector length should extend as far as possible above the top of the

rib into the solid portion of the slab.

3. Rotation of the rib with respect to the beam flange leads to cracking at the rib

comers and precipitates the failure of the. concrete by shearing of the ribs. To

reduce rotation of the rib, the decking should be secured by welding the shear

connectors directly through the decking to the beam. Furthermore. the shear

connectors should not be too flexible.

The above have been incorporated into current building specifications for the design and

construction of steel buildings in the U.S. [20).

The plastic positive moment capacity of composite . beams under monotonic loading

has been studied extensively [11,13,14,21,24,25). Reasonable estimates for the plastic posi-

tive .moment capacity under monotonic loading, Muir; can be' determined by considering

only the compressive strength of the concrete slab above the ribs of the metal decking.

Assuming full composite action, two cases need to be considered: Case 1 where the neutral

axis is in the slab; and Case 2 where' the neutral axis is in the steel section. The formula-.

tions for the two cases, respectively, are summarized· in Figs. 1.18 and 1.19. Since incom

plete shear connector capacity may exist, resulting in partial composite action, a third case

needs to be considered assuming that the individual shear connector strength qu is known.

The case of partial composite action is summarized in Fig. 1.20.

Few tests have been conducted on the behavior of composite beams subjected to cyclic

loading. Humar conducted tests on composite beams with solid concrete slabs [22). The

results of his studies indicate that if longitudinal negative reinforcement is placed, in the
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slab and premature web buckling of the steel section is prevented then lhe steel-concrete

composite sections exhibit stable hysteresis loops when subjected to cyclic loading. In

these experiments, which were constructed with compact steel sections and longitudinal slab

reinforcement, the maximum positive moment developed in the specimens ranged in value

from 1.87Mp to 2.29Mp ' where Mp is the plastic capacity of the steel section. Maximum

negative moments ranged from 1.36Mp to 1.54Mp- It therefore appears that some degree of

composite action can be obtained under cyclic loading if longitudinal slab reinforcement is

provided and beam web buckling is prevented.. Tests on pushout specimens [23] examining

lhe cyclic response of shear connectors indicate that the type of failure leading to the loss

of composite action greatly influences the strength and ductility under cyclic loading. It was

found lhat the cyclic shear strength of the connectors is approximately 17 to 29 percent

lower, depending on the failure mode, than their monotonic strengths. Based on these

findings, it is not likely that composite beams subjected to cyclic loading will develop their

full monotonic strength. Therefore, the previous formulations for the positive monotonic

moment capaCity for composite beams, Figs. 1.18 to 1.20, need to be modified for cyclic

loading. To estimate the maximum positive moment that would develop under cyclic load

ing, a reduced connector strength based on Lhe cyclic shear strength could be used in the

positive monotonic moment capacity formulation which considers partial composite action

(Fig. 1.20). This procedure assumes that web buckling of the steel section does. not occur

and that the cyclic shear strength of the connectors is known.

Note that in the previous discussion the positive moment capacity of a composite

beam-is determined assuming the effective slab widlh, beff , is known. The effective .slab

width is an equivalent representation of longitudinal distributed stress distribution by a rec

tangular one. Research [24,25] had shown that the effective width for monotonic loading is

influenced by many factors. The most important ones include: load distribution along the

span, cross sectional properties of lhe composite beam, and boundary conditions. Experi

mental data has demonstrated that cracking of the concrete slab results in a decrease of the
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effective width. Cyclic load test on composite beams in Japan [26] haye. indicated that the

effective width decreases as the inelastic range of testing commences, and continues to

decrease as the amplitude of the cyclic loading is increased. Based on the above observa

tions, it appears that the degree of deterioration of the composite action is not only related

to the loss of shear connector strength but also to the amount of slab cracking.

The previous formulation for positive moment capacity of composite beams. Figs. 1.18

to 1.20, also ignores the effect of vertical. shear. As noted. previously for bare steel links,

the interaction of moment and shear is significant in that it affects the inelastic behavior of

links. Limited. published test results are available where the effect. of cyclic load on

moment-shear interaction of composite beam~ was studied. Tests involving vertical shear in

continuous composite beams subjected to monotonic load [27] indicate that if longitudinal

reinforcement is provided in the slab and has not yielded, then this reinforcement will carry

a portion of the vertical shear. Once the longitudinal reinforcement yields, the steel section

is forced to provide all the vertical shear resistance. This gives an indication that under

severe cyclic loading, where the concrete slab cracks and yielding of longitudinal reinforce.

ment takes place, the steel section in a composite beam is likely to provide most of the

vertical shear resistance.

1.6. Effects of Composite Action on Link Behavior

Although the behavior of composite steel beam floor systems in moment resisting

frames and concentrically braced frames has been studied and documented extensively for

monotonic loading [9,10,11,12,13,14,16,21,24,25], as Doted previously, less research has

been performed involving cyclic loading on these types. of frames as well as EBFs with

composiletloors [16,17,22,26]. All previous experimental research on EBFs in the U.S. has

dealt witlt only bare steel frames, ignoring the effect of the concrete- slab which serves as a

floor .system in steel frame buildings [3,4,5,6,7,8,18].

Recently, as part of the US-Japan Cooperative Earthquake Research Program [17],
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tests were conducted in Tsukuba,Japan on an K-braced EBF with a composite floor system.

The tests involved subjecting a full scale six-story. two by two bay steel structure with

eccentric bracing to the Taft earthquake record scaled to 0.5 g maximum ground accelera-

tion, and subsequent tests consisting of three cycles of sinusoidal ground acceleration.

Details of the steel framing systems are shown in Figs. 1.21 and 1.22. The floor system

consisted of formed metal decking with cast-in-place lightweight concrete which acted com-

positely with the girders and floor beams. The results of these tests indicated that the 'com-

posite links performed well and were able to withstand a major earthquake with minor dam-

age. Furthennore, the cracking and damage to the concrete slab was local and mostly in the

region· directly above the links which had experienced inelastic activity. The subsequent

tests perfonned on the structure were an attempt to impose larger inelastic link defonnations

in order to study the strength, ductility. and failure mechanism of the EBF. However.

failure occurred in a gusset plate which was used for the brace connection. This illustrates

the important issue that both the braces and bracing details must be designed to resist the

maximum possible forces that could develop in the composite links.

An examination of'the test results [17] indicates that most of the inelastic activ ity

occurred in links of the first and second floors. The maximum axial force of the first and

second floor braces was 332 kips and 339 kips, respectively. during the response to the,

scaled Taft earthquake [17]. with the maximum link defonnation of the first floor equal to

approximately 0.06 rad. Required axial brace forces, based on the plastic design of the

EBF which ignores the contribution of the composite floors, were computed and found to be

336 kips for the first and second floor braces. It may appear that the design of braces can

be based on the properties of only the bare steel frame, ignoring the effects of the compo-

site floor slabs on the cyclic link capacity.· However no general conclusions can be made,

for the links were indetenninate and there were no direct measured link forces recorded dur-

ing the Tsukuba tests. Instead, the links' shear forces were estimated from the vertical

component of the axial forces in the braces. The link end. moments are practically impossi-
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ble to determine due to a lack of necessary data. Consequently, a precise description of the

hysteretic behavior of the composite links is not available at present. Furthermore, the

Tsukuba test program involved only one simulated earthquake and only links in a sole K

braced panel of an EBF. Composite links adjacent to columns in V-braced panels of an

EBF were not. a part of the tests.

Having reviewed the research on composite beams and the Tsukuba composite EBF, it

appears that there is not sufficient experimental data on composite beams under cyclic load

ing to be able to predict precise cyclic behavior of composite short links. One could specu-

-late, based on the monotonic load test results, that the composite links should initially have

a greater positive moment capacity. However it is not clear, whether the composite action

in a link will rapidly deteriorate or maintain its capacity under cyclic loading. Also, the

effect of composite action on the moment-shear interaction behavior has not been well

documented where conventional floor slabs are used, consisting of cold-formed metal deck

ing with minimal longitudinal reinforcement for temperature effects.

In designing EBFs it is important to be able to assess the effects of composite action

on the yield strength and ultimate strength of short links under cyclic loading. Using bare

steel guidelines for EBFs with composite floor slabs does not preclude a possible failure of

the braces, in the beams outside the link, and eVeD columns if the composite links develop

sufficient overstrength compared to bare steel links. These are pressing issues, since EBFs

are usually constructed with concrete floor slabs. Furthermore, there is a need to assess

whether the cyclic web buckling in composite links can be controlled using the criteria of

previous studies based on bare steel links [3,7] in order that the ductility and energy dissi

pation capacity of composite links be maintained. Therefore, there is a need for additional

experimental and analytical studies in order to be able to assess whether the design guide

lines based on past research of bare steel links can assure their ductile performance in con

ventional composite floors.

It is also important to be able to estimate the beam capacity adjoining the link in order
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to minimize yielding in this segment of the beam. Currently there is a lack of experimental

data for estimating the degree of participation of the EBF floor slab in hysteretic response

of the beam outside the link. The issue of whether the floor slab alone can restrain the ends

of the link against lateral-torsional buckling under cyclic loading also has not been fully

addressed in previous studies. It is also of importance to examine the extent of floor dam-

age in an EBF during a simulated major earthquake in order to assess the possible necessary

repair as well as the degree of damage to nonst,ructural components caused by floor uplift

above the links.

There is also a need for nonlinear realistic dynamic analyses of EBFs subjected to

strong seismic ground motions. While plastic design procedures have been proposed for

EBF design [6,7,8], no thorough analyses of such frames under dynamic loading conditions

have been made. The conclusions based on the studies of EBFs under pseudo-static loading

including composite action based on the present study need to be assessed under dynamic

loading conditions. To make such an appraisal of the seismic response of an EBF an accu-

rate nonlinear analysis is required. This requires an accurate link element to model the

links. Such an element must account for composite action. Since composite action can also

develop in the floor beams outside the link, there is a great need for another element which

can. model these members. Besides including the effects of cyclic loading of composite

beams, this additional element must also account for moment-axial load interaction.

1.7. Objectives
/

/

A considerable effort has been expended in order to satisfy the needs enumerated

above. This was achieved by pursuing the following objectives:

(1) Experimentally investigate the cyclic behavior of short composite links and floor

beams with a concrete slab cast on cold-fonned metal decking.

(2) Assess whether cyclic web buckling of composite links is adequately controlled using

the criteria for bare steel links.

, I
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(3) Experimentally investigate the participation and damage of the floor slab in EBFs sub

jected to cyclic load.

(4) Experimentally investigate the effectiveness of the floor slab in restraining the link

from lateral-torsional buckling under cyclic loading.

(5) Develop an analytical procedure for predicting the degree of slab participation in the

floor beam response for EBFs.

(6) Develop a practical stress resultant finite element for modeling links under random

cyclic loading.

(7) Develop a practical stress resultant finite element for modeling the beams adjoining

the link under random cyclic loading.

(8) Assess the analytical dynamic response of a plasticaIly designed EBF to several strong

ground motions.

1.8. Scope

This report is a summary of an experimental study of links and EBFs under simulated

seismic conditions. Finite element formulations for cyclically loaded link and beam models

as well as the nonlinear dynamic analysis of plastically designed EBFs are documented in a

companion report [128].

After the introduction given in Chapter 1. Chapter 2 of this report describes the exper

imental program which involved the testing of bare steel links and links with composite

floor slabs. The experimental behavior of each test specimen is described in Chapter 3. An

analysis of the experimental results that includes an assessment of the effects of the compo

site floor systems in EBFs is presented in Chapter 4. In Chapter 5 the floor beam-slab

interaction in EBFs with composite floor systems is analytically investigated and compared

to experimental results.
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CHAPTER 2

THE EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM

2.1. General

The area of major interest in the experimental study was the links and floor system in the

vicinity of the link. The design of the experimental system had the requirement that the test

specimens simulate as accurately as possible the physical domain of the links in composite

floor systems of EBF. In order to obtain realistic test results. the following two conditions bad

to be met:

(l) Materials and members in the test setup had to closely resemble a typical EBF arrange

ment.

(2) Boundary conditions and a collapse mechanism in the vicinity of the composite link and

the link itself had to develop appropriate displacements and internal forces resembling the

response of a prototype EBF floor system during a major earthquake.

In order to satisfy these conditions a subassembly of an EBF was designed. consisting of

a concrete-metal deck floor system with steel floor beams. The Tsukuba Test Structure [17]

was used as the prototype for a series of tests (Test I) involving links of a K-braced EBF. A

second series (Test II) involved testing the links corresponding to a V-braced EBF. These

framing schemes are shown in Fig. 1.8. In this manner the tests performed simulated both the

interior and the exterior links of EBFs with composite floor systems.· The specimens were

made to a two-thirds scale of the Tsukuba prototype structure. where one floor slab was used

in constructing the composite link specimens for Test I and II.

To directly determine the effects of a composite floor system on link performance. two

bare steel links were also tested. A total of eight tests were performed: three composite link

tests simulating links in a K-braced EBF; three composite link lests simulating links in a V

braced EBF; and two bare beam tests. where one test was performed involving the link of the
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K-braced EBF simulation, and other test involving the link of the- V-braced EBF simulation.

Of the three composite link teslS for each EBF simulation, two were exterior links. _The other

composite links were on the interior of the floor slab. The test specime,:ls are identified in

Table 2.1. The nomenclature given in colwnn 1 will be adopted for identifying the various

test specimens and will be referred to. throughout this report. In column 6 of the table the

cyclic link deformation history is briefly described for each specimen. To meet the objectives

of the experimental program the link deformation history of each specimen had to be selected

in such a manner that general conclusions could be drawn concerning the response of compo-

site links during major earthquakes.

2.2. Experimental Setup

The experimental setup for studying the link behavior was based on the kinematics of the

collapse mechanism for a K-braced EBF, Fig. 2.l(a), and a V-braced EBF, Fig. 2.2(a).

The plastic deformation angle Yp in the links of the K-braced EBF mechanism with uni-

form plastic story drift 0 p can be determined from the kinematics of deformation, and is:

0L
1J = -p-
p e (2.1 )

The subassembly shown in Fig. 2.1 (b) can simulate the inelastic behavior of the link by con-

trolling the displacements li. The displacementsli include both the elastic and plastic com-

ponents. Since large deformations can be imposed on a link, approximating the plastic dis-

placement lip of the K-braced EBF by li of the subassembly is reasonable. The ensuing link

deformation Y therefore includes elastic and plastic components of deformation. In this

arrangement the effects of axial force in the link are not considered, and PA and PB

correspond only to the vertical components of the brace forces in an EBF.

The plastic deformation angle Yp in the links of the V-braced EBF .shown in Fig. 2.2 (a)

is the same as that given by Eq. 2.1. As shown in Fig. 2.2(b), by controlling the angle 0 of

the subassembly the inelastic behavior of links in a V-braced EBF can be simulated. Since
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these links will also be subjected to large deformations, approximating the plastic displacement

Op by 0 of the subassembly is reasonable. Along the length L(' of the sUbassembly, the

moment of inertia, Ie, of the test beam has been increased relative to the moment of inertia of

the remaining part of the beam, lb' This has been done to simulate the rotational constraint of

the exterior column. In this manner a larger elastic moment is attracted to the end of me link

that is usually restrained by the column. Numerous elastic analyses of V-braced EBFs have

shown that the end moments in a link are unequal, and the link end moment at the column

face is larger than the moment at the other end of a link. Note that in the experimental simu-
,

latlon the axial force effects are not considered. The force PB represents the vertical com-

ponent of the brace force, while PA corresponds to the axial force developed in the exterior

column. Research recently completed at Berkeley [7] examined the effect of axial force in

bare steel links.

The displacements 0 and the angle e of the subassemblies were developed by controlled

displacements at the ends of each link. These displacements of the link were imposed by the

two hydraulic jacks generating forces PA and PB' The moment and shear forces that are

caused by the applied forces in the subassemblies are shown in Fig. 2.3. The encircled areas

on the diagrams in the vicinity of the links are of primary interest.

The composite deck including links was constructed by casting a concrete slab on formed

metal deck which had been placed over three parallel test beams A, B, and C as shown in Fig.

2.4. These beams were spaced seven feet on center. The ribs of the decking were oriented

perpendicular to the test beams. Beams A and C at the edge of the slab simulated conditions
, .

for exterior EBFs, while beam B in the middle of the slab simulated an interior EBF similar to

that in the Tsukuba tests [17]. The experimental set-ups for the two types of tests are shown

in Fig. 2.5. By locating the beam supports, the test frame, and hydraulic jacks according to

Figs. 2.4 and 2.5, only one test beam containing the link either for the K-braced or V-braced

EBF subassembly was required. The extent of slab damage from testing a link, as in the

Tsukuba test [17), was expected to be rather local. Therefore all six composite link tests could
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be perfonned using one slab supported by three test beams. Figure 2.6 shows the location of

the links for the K-braced and V-braced subassemblies.

For each test beam the support was provided by 2.5 in. diameter shear pins passing

through the web of the test beam and secured to shear tabs on the test frame as shown in Fig.

2.7(a). The other end of each test beam was supported by a pinned column which also had a

2.5 in. diameter shear pin at the bottom and a 3 in. diam~ter shear pin at the top. as shown in

Fig. 2.7(b). Each pinned column was attached to a test beam by placing the 3 in. diameter pin

through attachment plates which had been welded to the bottom flange of the test beam. The

pins prevented the development of end moment in the test beams and thereby complied with

the required boundary conditions shown in Figs. 2.1 (b) and 2.2(b). With 3 in. diameter pins at

both ends, each hydraulic jack was connected to the hydraulic jack support and an attachment

plate welded to a lest beam at the end of the link, as shown in Fig. 2.7(c). The lest frame,

pin-column supports, and hydraulic jack support were attached to the laboratory tie-down floor

slab by post tensioning rods as shown in Figs. 2.7(b) and 2.7(c).

2.3. Design of Test Specimens

Selection of Link Beam - At the time that the specimens were designed the new design

guidelines [7] had not yet evolved. Consequently, the design of the links was based on the

earlier criteria [3,5,18], and the Tsukuba design. The links in th,e bottom floor beams of the

Tsukuba test structure were of particular interest since it was already known that, most of the

inelastic activity was con~entrated there. The first floor beam section size of the Tsukuba

structure was a W18 x 40 with a link length of 28 in. This link length is less than b· and

satisfies the current criteria [7], and therefore the prototype link can be considered to be a

shear link. Since a two-thirds scale faclor was adopted in these test, in order to simulate the

prototype behavior, the test specimens must have elastic and plastic section properties for shear

and moment scaled in correct proportion. Therefore ,the link length, and the elastic and plastic

section properties of the specimens were scaled as follows:
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Link Length,

Shear,

Moment,

emodel 2
= -

eprolotype 3

Vmodel ur=
Vprolotype

M model ur=
Mprolotype

(2.2)

(2.3)

(2.4)

A W 12 x 19 section with a link length of 19 in. was found to have the best overall

correlation to two-thirds scale of the W18 x 40 prototype link. The link length of 19 in.

satisfies the criterion for a shear link based on b· as well as on Eq. 1.8. A comparison

between the prototype link beam and a W12 X 19 is given in Table 2.2. In this table, AI" and

S, respectively. are the area of the web and the elastic section modulus. All other section pro-

peTties were defined previously in Chapter 1. The composite plastic moment capacity M...71 is

based on the effective slab width bel! for an interior composite beam defined by AISC [20].

The choice of the slab thickness for the model will be discussed later.

Test Beam Details • The details of the test beam and links are shown in Fig. 2.8. As

noted earlier, the reinforced beam was used to simulate the column restraint of the link in a

V-braced EBF. This was constructed by welding WT6 x 9.5 sections 10 the top and boltom

flanges of the W12 x 19. The moment of inertia Ie of the simulated column restraint member

was 5.9 times greater than the W12 x 19 test beam. lIDs enabled an elastic moment MA to

develop at the link end adjoining the colurnnrestraint which was three times greater than the

moment MB developed at the other end of the link. In an EBF, the elastic distribution of

moments in a link adjacent to a colwnn has typical values of MA 1MB ranging from 2.5 to 6.

The length of the link was selected as being equal to b· for a W12 x 19. The spacing

of the web stiffeners in the link was based on the criteria developed by Hjelmstad [3], such

that the ratio of stiffener spacing a to web thickness tl'>" a /tw ' was 25.0 for all specimens,

except Specimen A2 where a /tw was 12.5. All web stiffeners in the link were 0.25 in. thick,

satisfying the strength criterion given in [5]. However, the criterion for stiffener rigidity was
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relaxed. In the link the stiffeners were placed on only one side of the web and were welded to

the web and the top and bottom flanges of the beam.

As shown in Fig. 1.21, in the Tsukuba test structure large gusset plates were used outside

the link for attaching the braces to the floor beams. Consequently, the moment capacity of the

floor beam was increased in the regions of the gusset plates, and yielding of the flanges in

these areas was inhibited. To prevent flange yielding from developing. outside the link in the

test beam adjacent to the hydraulic jack attachments, cover plates were welded to the top and

bottom flanges of the beam at these locations. The length of the cover plates was based on

preventing yielding in the flanges outside the link from occurring at a shear force of 1.5Vp in

the link. The moments for causing flange yielding of the composite section were determined

using the AISC effective slab width [20]. Doubler plates were placed on the beam web above

the jack attachmenl plates to prevent web distorlion and yielding due to the concentrated jack

forces.

Floor Slab Details • The floor slab thickness, metal decking, slab reinforcement, and

shear connector size were selected such as to simulate as accurately as possible a two-thirds

scale model of the prototype, as well as to conform to the AISC Specification [20]. The thick

ness of the floor slab was selected to be 4.5 in. A standard 20 gage cold formed metal deck

with a two inch rib height was used. Details of the decking are shown in Fig. 2.9. The floor

slab was· constructed using a lightweight concrete which had a 28 day design strength of 4000

psi. Welded mesh reinforcing consisting of 0.045in.2 of cold drawn wire spaced at 6 in. on

centers both ways was employed. This provided for a 0.3 percent transverse and longitudinal

reinforcement per linear foot of concrete. This mesh provided the required minimwn tempera

ture reinforcement. The selected concrete slab-metal decking system [28] for the model

correctly simulated the prototype Tsukuba floor system. The rib geometry of the model deck

permitted the development of the full capacity of two shear connectors since they could be

placed in the same rib [20], just as it was done in the prototype. The shear connectors used

were 3.5 in. long and were 0.5 in. in diameter. Except along a segment of beam B, these
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shear connectors were welded through the metal decking to the top flange of all test beams.

Fig. 2.10 shows the metal decking, shear connectors, and reinforcement in place before casting

of the concrete slab.

A plan of the shear connector layout for the test beams is shown in fig. 2.11. The metal

decking over a major part of the span for beam B was placed to fonn a gap over the floor

beam, as shown in Fig. 2.12. Sheet metal was fitted between the ribs of the gap, thereby

enclosing the gap. This made it possible to place concrete in the gap above the floor beam.

This also pennitted placement of additional shear connectors in the vicinity of the link simulat

ing the interior K-braced EBF subassembly (Specimen B1). This detail was a two-thirds

replica of the slab and decking detail used above the links in the Tsukuba test. AU of the

remaining links in the model had the conventional U.S. decking detail where the metal deck is

placed continuously over the top flange of steel beams. An elevation of the deck rib layout

with respect to the links is shown in Fig. 2.13. A vertical plate was welded to the top WT6 x

9.5 section of each test beam at the end of the link, as shown in Fig. 2.8, in order to simulate

the effect of a column flange which the concrete slab would bun up against during the testing

of the V-braced EBF subassemblies.

Lateral Bracing. In all tests, except for Specimen C2 and Specimen D2, both ends of

the links were laterally braced from one side by WlO x 15 transverse beams as shown in Fig.

2.14. Shear connections consisting of three bolts placed through the web of transverse beams

and attached to the stiffeners of the floor beams were used. Specimen D2, simulating a bare

steel link in a V-braced EBF, had a transverse beam only at the end of the link attached to the

simulated column. This transverse beam represented an edge framing member. An exterior

composite link in Specimen C2 was nOI braced by transverse beams. Instead, W12 x 19

transverse stub beams six inches long were placed on each side of the link web, and shear

connectors were used to anchor the top flange of the stub beams 10 the concrele slab as shown

in Fig. 2.15. Only the end of the link in a subassembly that would normally be attached to the

diagonal bracing in a V-braced EBF had this detail. The other end of the link in the
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subassembly adjacent to the simulated column restraint was braced by only the floor slab. The

same stub beam detail was used in the Tsukuba test structure to laterally brace the composite

floor beams at locations away from the links. The purpose of using the stub beam at the end

of the link of Specimen C2 was to examine its effectiveness to lateral brace the link where

large moments and inelastic activity develop. AJI bare steel specimens as weB as simulated

columns had lateral bracing at intermediate points outside the link as well as at the ends of the

test beams.

2.4. Material and Section Properties

All test beams were fabricated from the same heat of ASTM A36 steel. The material

properties of the steel were determined from uniaxial tension tests using ASTM procedures

[30] and are presented in Table 2.3, where E = Young's modulus, E.sh = strain at onset of

strain hardening, E.u = strain corresponding to ultimate stress, ~. = percent of elongation at

fracture. cry = yield stress, cru = ultimate stress. The lightweight concrete batch design con

sisted of a water-cement ratio of 0.54 and a 6.5 in. slump. As noted previously, the design

strength at 28 days was 4000 psi. The maximum aggregate size was 0.5 in. The concrete was

placed, then moist cured for seven days under wet burlap covered by a plastic sheet. The

compressive strength, splitting tensile strength, and flexural strength were determined for the

concrete using ASTM procedures [31,32,33]..These strengths were obtained over the period of

time covering the composite link test program. The results of these strength tests are summar

ized in Figs. 2.16, 2.17. and 2.18 indicating the increase in strength with time. Young's

modulus was determined from six by twelve inch cylinders 28 days after casting the concrete

slab. Test cylinders were cured in fog room as well as in ·the test specimen conditions. The

results are summarized in Table 2.4. The measured cross-sectional areas of the slab reinforce

ment and their mechanical propenies are given in Table 2.5. The cold drawn wires of the

mesh reinforcement did not have a well defined yield stress and exhibited low toughness.

Calculated plastic capacities for the test beams are given in Table 2.6. These quantities
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are based on the actual material strengths and using the average of the measured cross-

sectional dimensions of the test specimens (see Table 2.7). The first row of Table 2.6 is based

on different yield strengths for the flange and web of the test beams. In the second row, the

average value of the above stresses were used. Since Mp ' Vp ' M;, M~nt., and M:x,. have a

direct relationship to the web and flange stresses developed in the steel section, it is more

accurate to use values given in the first row. Therefore, unless otherwise noted, all future

references to the plastic capacities refer to the values given in the first row of Table 2.6. The

positive bending moment capacity M~n,. for the interior composite test beams, and lhe exterior

composite test beams, M:,r,·, asswne full composite action between the concrete floor slab and

steel section. An appropriate method given in Figs. 1.18 or 1.19 was used to calculate M~nt.

and M:XI.. Per AISC [20] an effective slab width of one quarter of the beam span was used

for interior beams. As recommended by the AISC [20], for the exterior beams the effective

slab width was taken to be one twelfth of the span length plus the exterior slab overhang and

the beam flange width. The contribution of the slab temperature reinforcement was ignored.

A concrete compressive strength of 4200 psi was used, which was the average concrete

-
strength during the period of the composite link tests.

2.5. Floor Slab Properties

The moment-curvature relationship, M -$, of the slab was determined by testing 2 by 4

fl. size slab specimens under monotonic loading. A total of four tests were performed, ena-

bling the M -$ relationship to be established for positive and negative moments having parallel

as well as perpendicular ribs to the direction of bending as shown in Fig. 2.19. The curvature

was detennined by measuring the strain on both sides of the slab specimens using clip gages.

For Slabs 3 and 4 this curvature represented an average curvature between ribs.

The M --1? relationships are shown in Fig. 2.20, and the effective elastic stiffnesses EJ,

the cracking moments Mer' and the ultimate moment capacities Mu are swnmarized in Table

2.8. From Fig. 2.20 it is evident that the elastic stiffness of Slabs ] and 2 is significantly
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greater then that of Slabs 3 and 4. This signifies that the slab exhibits ortholropic behavior.

The average of the elastic stiffnesses for Slabs 1 and 2, Ely, compared to the average for Slabs

3 and 4, E(r' is 3.25.

Mer and Mil is also greater when the ribs are effectively engaged in resisting moment as

in Slabs I and 2. A slab, when called upon to resist the total applied moment where the ribs

are not effectively engaged in resisting moment, as in Slabs 3 and 4, has a tendency to crack

between ribs.

2.6. Instrumentation

The methods of measuring specimen displacements are shown in Figs. 2.21 and 2.22.

The instrumentation support frame may be seen in Figs. 2.7 and 2.13. The link displacements

were monitored by arranging two linear potentiometers at each end of the link for obtaining

the vertical movement and twisting of the beam cross-section (Fig. 2.21). Pairs of LVDTs

(linear variable differential transformers) were used to measure the rotation and longitudinal

movement of the steel section at each end of the link.

Strain gages were placed on the test beam flanges to measure strains in and outside the

link to monitor yielding. The location of the strain gages is shown in Fig. 2.23. The links

were whitewashed to aid in observing the yield panem and progress of yielding. Slip gages

were used in the composite link tests to measure the relative slip between the floor beam and

concrete slab, as well as the relative slip between the concrete slab and metal decking. The

strain gages were placed as shown in Fig. 2.24 at locations at the link and at selected locations

outside the link. A typical slip gage consisted of an LVDT measuring the movement of a tab

attached to the underside of the concrete floor slab as shown in Fig. 2.22. An LVDT was

either 'attached to the floor beam to measure slip between the steel section and the concrete

slab, or on the metal decking to measure slip between the metal decking and the concrete slab.

The longitudinal strains were measured on the concrete slab top surface and on the slab

underside using arrays of 12-in. clip and strain gages. The location of the arrays of clip gages
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pertaining to the reponed resuhs are shown in Figs. 2.25 and 2.26. The clip gages are shown

in place on the top surface and underside of the slab in Fig. 2.27. The clip gages on the

underside of the floor slab were mounted onto brass insens which had been cast inlo the ribs

of the concrete slab. The clip gages on the top surface of the floor slab were mounted onto

small metal pads which had been epoxied to the concrete surface. Arrays of 12-in. clip gages

were used both in the vicinity of the link and along the test beam. The strain gages were used

on the top and bottom surfaces of the slab only at locations away from the vicinity of the link

where excessive cracking of the slab surface was not to be anticipated.

The venical displacement of the slab top surface in the vicinity of the link was monitored

in Specimen Al using an array of linear potentiometers placed above the slab's top surface,

see Fig. 2.28. The location of the linear potentiometers to measure the vertical slab movement

is shown in Fig. 2.29.

The forces in the hydraulic jacks were measured using calibrated load cells. The shear

connection tabs on the test frame and the floor suppons for the pin-ended columns were instru

menred and calibrated in order to monitor the suppon reactions of all the beams supponing the

slab. With these forces and reactions known, moment and shear forces in the test beam could

be determined from static equilibrium.

2.7. Test Procedure

All instrumentation was connected to a multi-channel scanner system, which at a com

mand would read all the instruments and record the information onto a Data General Nova

computer system for future data reduction. The displacements at the ends of a link were used

to control the link deformation y. All tests were performed using displacement control for

predetermined displacement histories for each end of a link. The hydraulic jacks were manu

ally operated to impose the required displacement history. As indicated in Fig. 2.5, the forces

applied by the hydraulic jacks are labeled as Jack PA and PB .

The link end displacement histories ~A and ~B corresponding to applied forces PA and
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PB , respectively, for the eight tests are shown in Figs. 2.30 to 2.37. With the exception of

Specimens Al and C1, the imposed displacement histories for the link. deformation were sym

metric. Generally the amplitude of the cycles was progressively increased and the test was ter

minated when either web tearing occurred or link deformation reached a value of 0.1 rad. The

end displacements for Specimens Al and C1 were more random. Specimen Al was subjected

to large unsymmetric pulses at the beginning of the test, whereas Specimen C1 was subjected

to link deformations that. simulated the Taft Earthquake with a peak ground acceleration of

0.5g, with both specimens being subjected to several. subsequent symmetric cycles.

For Specimen C1 the imposed link deformations were based on the estimates of 0 p (Fig.

2.1 (a» corresporiding to the first story lateral displacement history of the Tsukuba test struc

ture [17]. These displacements were recorded while subjecting the test structure to the Taft

Earthquake with a peak ground acceleration of 0.5 g. Thus with 0 p established, the value of

yp followed from Eq. 2.1. The calculated record of Yp is given later (see Fig. 3.26 (b». The

maximum value of yp was found to be 0.06 rad. during the Taft Earthquake simu~alion. As

noted previously, since the link deformations are large, the plastic link deformationYpcan be

approximated by the total link deformation y. Additional cycles with amplitudes of yp equal to

0.06, 0.08, and 0.10 rad. were imposed after the conclusion of the Taft Earthquake simulation.
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CHAPTER 3

EXPERIMENTAL BEHAVIOR

3.1. General

In this chapter the behavior of the links and floor system are discussed. Each of the

eight tests is presented individually. The bare steel specimens are presented first followed by

the composite specimens. A summary and a list of conclusions based on observations of the

experimental behavior are given at the end of the chapter.

To facilitate the presentation, the nomenclature and sign convention shown in Fig. 3.1

will be adopted. Reference will be made to the shear force. V. end moments MA and MB • and

angular deformation y between the ends of a link. End A is located at the north end of the

link while end B is located at the .south end.. For the links of the V-braced EBF subassembly

the end A of the link is adja~eDl to the simulated column restraint. A positive value of a link

deformation occurs when the end A displaces downwards relative to the end B.

The location of the composite links and slab edges were previously identified in Fig. 2.6.

3.2. Bare Steel Specimen Behavior

Test Specimen Dl • Specimen 01 simulated a link in a bare steel K-braced EBF. The

cyclic displacement program in Section 2.7 was used to impose symmetric cycles of link

deformations. Figs. 3.2 and 3.3 illustrate the V -y and M -y relationships for the link.

Yielding of Specimen 01 occurred in the web of all panels of the link during the initial

part of Cycle 1 as evidenced by fine cracks in the white wash. At link yielding the stiffness of

the link decreased dramatically as shown in the V -y and M -y relationships. The link shear

force at yielding was 85.3 kips, which is eight percent below the theoretical value of Vp listed

in Table 2.6. As the link deformation increased to 0.02 rad.. strain hardening developed

resulling in an increase in the shear force after yielding. Minor flange yielding also occurred
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at both ends of the link. It was anticipated that the link end moments MA and MB would be

equal since the test beam was to be displaced in an antisymmetric configuration with respect to

the center of the link, see Fig. 2.3(a). However these end moments were found not to be equal

with MA being 1.35MB , It was determined that small differences in the jack forces are

amplified into a large difference in link end moments. This is due to the fact that the distance

between jacks is relatively small compared to the total span length of the test beam. The same

should be true in EBF.

As can be seen from the hysleretic diagrams, a reversal of link deformation dissipates a

large amount of energy. Strain hardening during the later half of Cycle 1 resulted in a link

shear force that was three percent greater than the maximum link shear force developed in the

first half of Cycle 1 at a y = 0.02 rad. Due to the significant amount of strain hardening in

subsequent cycles, as a result of cyclic deformation coupled with increased amplitudes of y,

the link shear force continued to increase till web buckling. Furthermore, with increasing y the

web yielding in the link continued and developed uniformly in the link as shown in Fig.

3.4(a).

At a y of -0.06 rad. during Cycle 4 minor distortions occurred in the compression flanges

at both ends of the link as shown in Fig. 3.4(b). The flange distortion at the end A of .the link,

on the right in Fig. 3.4(b), was more pronounced. The moment MA was equal to 1.09Mp .

The flange distortion however did not inhibit the link from developing larger forces as can be

seen from the V -y and M -y hysteretic loops. The link deformed shape resembled a parallelo

gram.

When the link was. subjected to a y of 0.08 rad. in Cycle 6 slight web buckling was

observed in the link center panel. The link shear force was 117.5 kips, representing a 38 per

cent increase over the shear force at initial web yielding. During this cycle MA reached a

moment of 1.1 IMp and MB a moment of 0.79Mp . A reversal of the imposed link deformation

caused a more pronounced web buckling, where the link exhibited the cyclically symmetric

buckling mode depicted in Fig~ 3.5. This phenomenon continued in subsequent cycles. At a y
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of 0.08 rad. in Cycle 7 both the web stiffeners and the flanges of the link center panel began

to yield ~d deform. A photograph of the link at this instant is shown in Fig. 3.4(c). The

maximum shear force and end moments of the link during Cycle 7 were less than the

corresponding forces in Cycle 6.

Subsequent cycles of link deformation resulted in deterioration in the link capacity.

However, the hysteretic behavior of the link remained stable and continued to dissipate energy.

As the .direclion of y was reversed. tension field action in the link resulted in recovery of link

capacity. During Cycle 8, the link web stiffeners and flanges of the middle panel deformed

considerably and developed a flexure type defonnation mode. Figure 3.5(d) shows this

phenomenon during Cycle 8 at a y of -0.10 rad.

Near a y of -0.02 rad. in Cycle 9 web tearing occurred in the link center panel. This

tearing originated at a web stiffener weld. Then as y was increased to -0.10 rad. the link's

capacity deteriorated rapidly, and the test was terminated. An examination of the test beam

indicated that no yielding had occurred outside the link.

Test Specimen D2 . Specimen 02 involved the testing of link in a V-braced EBF.

Lateral bracing of the link was provided only at the link end A adjacent to the simulated

column restraint. Symmetric cycles of link defonnation were imposed by the displacement

program given in Section 2.7. Figs. 3.6 and 3.7 illustrate the V -y and M -y hysteretic loops for

this link.

During Cycle 1 the link developed web yielding in all panels, as shown in Fig. 3.8(a).

The corresponding link. shear force was 81.4 kips, which was equal to 0.87Vp ' The link end

moment MA was equal to 3.5MB , indicating that larger.elastic link end moments developed at

the simulated column. As the link defonnation was increased, strain hardening resulted in the

increase of the link's forces. At. the peak link defonnation of Cycle J. where y was equal to

0.02 rad., minor flange yielding developed at end A of the link. Due to strain hardening dur

ing the subsequent cycles the link progressively developed greater shear and end moments.

The inelastically deformed shape of the link resembled a parallelogram.
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During Cycles 3 and 4, which had 'Y amplitudes of 0.04 and 0.06 rad., respectively, the

moment M A remained constant after reaching a moment of LIMp' while MB continued to

increase till a moment of 0.70Mp was reached at the end of each half cycle. At the peak 'Y of

Cycles 3 and 4, MA was equal to 1.7MB , At the peak 'Y of 0.06 rad. in both half cycles of

Cycle 5, MA remained equal to 1.7MB , However, MA had increased to a moment of 1. I6Mp .

At the same time full flange yielding developed at end A of the link accompanied with minor

distortion of the compression flange as shown in Fig. 3.8(b).

The maximum link forces for Specimen D2 developed during Cycle 6 at a 'Y of 0.08 rad.

At that instant V was equal to 117.7 kips and moments MA and MB were equal to 0.7IMp and

I.16Mp ' respectively. Since initial web yielding the link shear had increased by 44 percent

due to strain hardening, and the moments MA and MB had increased by 94 percent and 24 per

cent, respeCtively. On reversing the link deformation during Cycle 6 web buckling occurred

near a 'Y of -0.08 rad.

In the subsequent cycles of link deformation the link web buckling modes developed as

shown in Fig. 3.5. In Cycle 7 at a 'Y of -0.08 rad. the web stiffeners of the center panel of the

link as well as the compression flanges near the ends of the link began to show signs of distor

tion and yielding, as illustrated in Fig. 3.8(c). The maximum link forces developed during this

cycle were less than those for Cycle 6, indicating that the link capacity was· deteriorating.

However, the V -'Y and M -'Y hysteresis loops indicate that the hysteretic behavior remained

stable and the link continued to dissipate energy. The link end moments did not equalize as

evident from the M -'Y response.

While imposing a 'Y of 0.10 rad. during Cycle 8, the link's flanges at the center panel

buckled, developing a deformed shape shown in Fig. 3.8(d). The V -'Y hysteretic loops show

signs of tension field action occurring in the link during Cycles 8 and 9. In the first half of

Cycle 9 web tearing developed in the link center panel along the weld of a web stiffener. As

a result, the link capacity deteriorated rapidly and the test was then terminated. No signs of

yielding were visible in the test beam outside the link.
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3.3. Composite Specimen Behavior

Test Specimen Al • A link in an exterior K-braced EBF with composite floors was

simulated by Specimen AI. The displacement history shown in Section 2.7 was used, impos

ing initially a series of unsymmetriC pulses of link deformations in order to develop an early

web buckling in the linle The subsequent cycles of link deformation were cyclically sym

metric and began with small amplitudes of y=0.2 rad., and were progressively increased to

y=0.1O rad. in increments of 0.02 rad. Although the sequence of these cycles was not the

same as the deformation history of Specimen 01, they were similar. Each cycle of deforma

tion began by displacing the end A downwards relative to the end B of the link. The V -y and

M -y hysteretic loops for the link. are shown in Figs. 3.9 and 3:10.

Yielding in all link web panels occurred during the first half of Cycle 1. The maximum

link shear force during this cycle was 88.1 kips representing only a four percent increase com

pared to the corresponding bare steel link, Specimen 01. In this cycle MB had reached a

moment of 0.82Mp while MA a moment of 0.60Mp ' Therefore, MB was equal to 1.36MA

when web yielding occurred, being nearly identical to the ratio of link end moments at initial

web yielding of Specimen 01. With increased link deformation in Cycle I, cracking of the

concrete rib above the link occurred at end A, and along the link the deck separated from the

concrete slab. Above the end B of the link cracks appeared on the slab surface in the

transverse direction with respect to the longitudinal axis of the test beam. When a y of 0.08

rad. had been imposed on the link the maximum deformation for the first half of Cycle I was

reached. The link end moment MB was equal to Mp ' while MA was 0.70Mp ' Consequently

MB was equal to 1.43MA . A photograph of the link during Cycle I at a y of 0.08 rad. is

shown in Fig. 3.11(a) where uniform yielding of all web panels can be seen. The deformed

link had a shape of a parallelogram.

In the next half of Cycle 1 a y of -0.06 rad. was imposed on the link. When this defor

mation was reached moments MA and MB were both equal to Mp • Minor flange yielding was

noticed at both ends of the link. However the rib above the end B of the link had cracked,

(
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and the earlier deck separation as well as the transverse slab surface cracks above the link had

intensified.

The first half of Cycle 2 subjected the link to a 'Yof 0.10 rad. The rib cracking at end A

caused end B of the link to become stiffer than end A, and thereby develop greater moment.

The link end moment MB was equal to 1.29Mp • which was 2.4 times greater than MA . Conse

quently, additional flange yielding developed at end B of the link. This value of MB was the

largest link end moment developed during the test. Furthermore, the link shear force and slab

damage became greater than that during the previous cycle. Although the floor cracking

became more pronounced. the damage to the floor remained localized in the vicinity of the

link. The last half of Cycle 2 subjected the link to a 'Y of -0.08 rad. This caused web buckling

to occur in the center panel of the link at a deformation of approximately -0.06 rad. As y

reached -0.08 rad., a minor deformation of the link web stiffeners was observed together with

some buckling of the compression flanges at both ends of the link as shown in Fig. 3.11(b).

Moments MA and MB both were equal to 1.07Mp and the link shear was 127.2 kips. This link

shear force was the maximum achieved during the test and represents a 44 percent increase

over that at initial web yielding. This shear is eight percent greater than the maximum value

for Specimen Dl.

As noted previously, all subsequent cycles following Cycle 2 were cyclically symmetric.

In Cycles 3 and 4, which had maximum amplitudes of 'Y of 0.02 and 0.04 rad., respectively,

the previously buckled web and the compression flanges of the link became panially

straightened out by the action of the link. During this process strain hardening of the link con

tinued. However since the plastic deformations were smaller than those that had occurred in

Cycles 1 and 2, the link forces remained smaller. No further slab damage was observed, but

the earlier one had a pronounced effect on the ratio of m0!TIents MA and MB' At the peak link

deformation of Cycles 3 and 4 end B developed a negative moment MB that was 2.5 times

that of MA • For a positive moment, M B eventually reached 0.85MA at the peak of link defor

mations during Cycles 3 and 4. Evidently, the stiffnesses at the link ends were influenced by
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rib cracking and composite action.

At a y of -0.06 rad. in Cycle 5 the web buckling of the link center panel and compres

sion flanges at the ends of the link intensified to the level of first web buckling, see Fig.

3.11(c). Also, yielding developed in the link web stiffeners. The slab damage in the vicinity

of the link became more intense. For this displacement the moments MA and MB were equal.

On increasing y to ±O.08 rad. in Cycle 6 the link's previously buckled web and compres

sion flange became more pronounced as shown in Fig. 3.11(d). The cyclic web buckling

modes illustrated in Fig. 3.5 continued to develop during these cycles. The flanges of the

link's middle panel showed signs of distress as the link began to assume a localized deforma

tion mode. Furthermore, deterioration of the link capacity was detected, for the maximum

shear force developed during Cycle 6 was less than that of the previous cycle. Damage to the

slab and rib above end A of the link had increased, resulting in end B becoming stiffer than

end A. As a result, MB developed a moment equal to l.5MA at y=±O.08 rad.

During Cycle 7 tension field action in the link is evident from the V -y hysteretic loops.

In this cycle the link capacity continued to deteriorate. However the hysteretic behavior

remained stable and the link continued to dissipate energy. After reaching a y of 0.10 rad. in

Cycle 7 the link deformation was reversed until a y of -0.04 rad., and the test was then ter

minated.

The major damage suffered by the floor system during the test remained in the vicinity of

the link and only minor cracking developed in the floor slab away from the area of the link.

Figure 3.12 shows rib cracking, deck separation, and transverse slab surface cracks after the

completion of the test. An examination of the test beam indicated that yielding had not

occurred outside the link during the test.

Test Specimen A2 • Specim~n A2 simulated a link in an exterior V-braced EBF with

composite floor slabs. The spacing of the link web stiffeners was one-half of that in the other

specimens. The displacement history imposed symmetric cycles of link deformation as given

in Section 2.7. The V -y and M -y hysteretic loops for the link are shown in Figs. 3.13 and
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3.14. Each cycle began by displacing end A downwards relative to end B of the link. As in

previous tests, end A was located adjacent to the simulated column restraint.

During Cycle 1 yielding developed in all the link web panels, as shown Fig. 3.15(a).

The initial shear yield force for the link was 87.0 kips, representing a seven percent increase

compared to that of the corresponding bare steel link, Specimen 02. Moment MA was 0.90Mp

while M B was 0.49Mp • Hence at web yielding M A was equal to 1.84MB , Additional link

defonnations caused strain hardening of the link. At a y of 0.02 rad. a transverse crack

appeared in the slab above end B of the link. Reversal of y to complete Cycle 1 resulted in

minor cracking of the rib above the end B as the link defonnation approached -0.02 rad.

Moment M A had become equal to 1.1MB , indicating that the slab had increased the link and

the floor beam stiffnesses outside the link at end B. This occurred as a positive moment

developed along this portion of the test beam.

During Cycles 2 and 3, where the amplitudes of both cycles were equal to a y of 0.04

rad. the floor slab above the link suffered further damage. Separation between the deck and

the concrete slab had occurred as a longitudinal crack developed in the slab above the link.

The cracks in the rib above end B of the link became more extensive as end B was displaced

downwards during the second half of Cycle 2. At a y of 0.04 rad. in Cycle 3 a crack pro

truded outwards from end A of the link along the north edge of the slab. It was discovered

that the shear connectors at end A of the link had pulled out of the concrete slab as end A was

displaced downwards relative to end B, -·see Fig. 3.17(b). Simultaneously, flange yielding

developed at the end A of the link. As shown in Fig. 3.16(a), the crack in the rib opened as

end B was displaced downwards relative to end A. As a result, slightly less positive moment

developed at end B in the second half of Cycle 3 compared to the maximum values of moment

MB developed in Cycles 1 and 2, as shown in the M -V hysteresis loops of Fig. 3.14(b).

Furthem'lore, at end B the negative moments were larger in magnitude compared to the posi

tive moments. Because the moment M A did not deteriorate but rather kept increasing in each

subsequent half cycle, the link shear force also continued to increase.
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The slab damage became more intense during Cycles 4 through 6 but remained in the

vicinity above the link. The distribution of link end moments MA and MB during the peak

deformation of these cycles continued to resemble that of Cycle 3 as shown in the M -y hys

teresis loops. At a y of 0.08 rad. in Cycle 7 the link web stiffeners developed yielding as

minor compression flange buckling occurred at both ends of the link. as shown in Fig. 3.15(c).

The corresporiding moments MA and MB were equal to l.llMp and 0.96Mp ' respectively.

The compression flange buckling did not prevent the link end moments from becoming

larger with increasing number of cycles. Consequently. a larger shear force developed in the

link with each new cycle. After completing Cycle 8. which imposed a y of ±G.lD rad., the test

was terminated. Web buckling did not occur in the link because of the closely spaced web

stiffeners. 11lroughout the test the link deformed into the shape of a parallelogram as shown

in Fig. 3.15. The maximum shear force developed in the link during the test was 133.2 kips,

representing a 53 percent increase from the initial web yielding. The maximum link end

moment occurred at the simulated column restraint where MA reached l.35Mp ' the correspond

ing moment for MB was O.77Mp . The maximum moment developed during the test at end B

was 0.98Mp . The M -y hysteretic loops indicate, as does the above observations, that the link

end moments did not equalize during the test. The test beam was found not to develop yield

ing outside the link. The damage condition to the slab at the conclusion of the test is shown

in Figs. 3.16 and 3.17. indicating that the damage to the floor slab was confined to the vicinity

of the link and is remarkably mild considering the amount of deformation imposed on the link.

Test Specimen Bl . Specimen Bl involved the simulation of a link in an interior K

braced EBF with a composite floor slab. As in the Tsukuba prototype, the ~etal decking pro

vided a gap along the top flange of the test beam cr~ating space for additional shear connec

tors. The displacement history as given in Section 2.7 was used to impose symmetric cycles

of link deformation. Each cycle began by displacing end A downwards relative to end B of

the link. Illustrated in Figs. 3.18 and 3.19 are the V -y and M -y hysteretic loops for the link.

During the first half of Cycle 1 at a link shear force of 100.1 kips all web panels of the
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link developed yielding, see Fig. 3.20 (a). This shear force represented a 17 percent increase

over that for the bare steel link, Specimen 01. The link end moments MA and MB were equal

to 0.97Mp and 0.63Mp ' respectively. Therefore at initial web yielding M A was equal to

1.54MB , Continuing the link deformation to 0.02 rad. caused strain hardening in addition to a

longitudinal surface crack in the floor slab above the link. Strain hardening during the reversal

of y to complete Cycle 1 resulted in a further increase in the link shear force. At a y of -0.02

rad. of Cycle 1 the moment MA was equal to 1.18MB ,

During Cycles 2 through 4 the metal deck separated from the concrete along the link.

The longitudinal surface crack became more extensive, and a large transverse crack developed

in the floor slab above end B of the link which indicated that the rib had cracked. The link

shear force ~ontinued to increase in each successive half cycle, and as in previous tests the

deformed link shape resembled a parallelogram. The positive moment developed at end A

during Cycles 3 and 4 was less than the maximum positive moment obtained at end A in

Cycles 1 and 2. The slab damage caused the distribution of link end moments to change. At

±O.06 rad., in Cycle 4, MA was 0.83MB when MA developed a positive moment of 0.84Mp '

and 1.25MB when MA developed a negative moment of Mp . Flange yielding occurred at end

A in the link during the second half of Cycle 4 at a y approximately equal to -0.05 rad., when

MA was equal to 1.lOMp and MB was equal to 0.90Mp ' During Cycle 4 at a yof -0.06 rad.

the concrete in the deck gap above the link flange cracked and pushed out the fitted sheet

metal between the ribs, as shown in Fig. 3.20(b).

During Cycle 5 at a y of -0.07 rad. web buckling occurred in the center panel of the link

when the link shear force was 125.9 kips. At the same time, compression flange buckling

developed at end A of the link where MA was 1.10Mp and M B was 0.90Mp '

The cyclic web buckling phenomenon illustrated earlier in Fig. 3.5 developed during

Cycle 6, as well as in each subsequent cycle of link defonnation. In the first half of Cycle 6

at a y of 0.07 rad. the flanges and web stiffeners of the link center web panel began to distort.
t

At a yof -0.07 rad. in the second half of Cycle 6 the link developed a shear force of 129.2
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kips. This was the maximum shear force developed by the link, and represented a 29 percent

increase from the shear at initial web yielding. The maximum link shear force of Specimen
J

B1 was ten percent greater than the maximum shear force developed in the corresponding bare

steel link, Specimen 01. A photograph of the link is shown in Fig. 3.20(c), indicating the dis-

tortion of the flanges and web stiffeners in the center panel which developed during Cycle 6.

During Cycles 7 and 8 the flange distortion, web buckling, and web stiffener deformation

in the link became more pronounced. In Cycle 7 at a "( of 0.08 rad. the compression flange at

end B of the link also developed buckling, as shown in Fig. 3.20(d). The corresponding

moment MB was 1.07Mp . The link maximwn shear forces in Cycles 7 and 8 were less than

that in Cycle 6. The maximum negative link end moments for Cycles 7 and 8 decreased as

the corresponding positive moments at the other end of the link increased. The maximum link

end moment for the test developed at end A during Cycle 8 at a "( of 0.10 rad., when MA

reached a moment of 1. 15Mp • The corresponding moment MB was 0.78Mp . During Cycle 8,

upon unloading and proceeding to load in the opposite direction web tearing occurred in the

link center panel along' a web stiffener. The link capacity rapidly deteriorated with increasing

deformation. The test was terminated at a "( of -0.06 rad. before completing the second half

of Cycle 8.

An ex.amination of the major floor slab after the test indicated that the floor damage

remained concentrated in the vicinity of the link. Fig. 3.21 shows the damaged floor area

above the link. The test beam showed no signs of yielding outside the link.

Test Specimen B2 . Specimen B2 simulated a link in an interior V-braced EBF with a

composite floor slab. The V -"( and M -"( hysteresis loops are shown in Figs. 3.22 and 3.23. A

series of symmetric deformation cycles were imposed to the link using the displacement pro-

gram described in Section 2.7. As in other specimens, each cycle of deformation began by

imposing a downwards displacement to end A relative to end B. The end A of the link was

adjacent to the simulated column restraint.

During the first half of Cycle 1 all of the link's web panels yielded. as shown in Fig.
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3.24(a). The shear force at yield was 94.7 kips, which was 16 percent greater than the

corresponding value for the bare steel link, Specimen D2. At the onset of web yielding the

link end moment MA at the simulated column restraint was approximately equal to Mp . This

value of MA was 2.09 times that of MB . Continued link deformation to a y of 0.02 rad.

caused strain hardening of the link. Upon reversing the link deformation, the slab contributed

to the stiffening of the test beam, for now moment MB was greater than MA . On the slab sur

face longitudinal cracks appeared above the link.

In Cycle 2 greater plastic deformation developed in the link then in Cycle I, and more

cracks appeared on the· floor surface above the link. The M -y hysteretic loops indicate that

momenl redistribution had occurred in the link during the second half of Cycle 2. Initially the

momenl MA reached LIMp following link yielding, then decreased as moment MB continued

to increase. This phenomenon is shown in the M -y hysteretic loops for Cycle 2 and all cycles

subsequent to Cycle 2. At end B the slab appeared to increase the stiffness of the test beam

when a positive momenl developed, for the redistribution of link end moments MA and MB

became more pronounced in the M -y relationships to the extent that M B eventually exceeded

MA • Under the conditions when end B developed a negative moment, M B is shown to never

exceed MA through moment redistribution. An examination of the V -y hysteretic loops indi

cates that evidently MB must have increased at a faster rate than MA decreased, since the link

shear force continued to increase in each cycle following web yielding.

During the cycles of link deformillion following Cycle 2 the slab continued to suffer

damage, mainly in the vicinity of the link. This damage consisted of separation between the

metal deck and the concrete slab above the link, and horizonlal cracking along the north edge

of the slab at end A of the link. Furthermore, longitudinal cracks appeared on the slab surface

along the link, with transverse cracks occurring at end B of the link. The cracks 01' the slab's

north edge indicated that the shear connectors at end A of the link were beginning to pull out

of the concrete slab.

At a link deformation of 0.08 rad. during Cycle 6 web buckling occurred in the center
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panel of the link. Some minor buckling also developed in the compression flange at end A of

the link. This occurred at a link shear force of 128.4 kips with a moment of M A equal to

1.14Mp .

The shear force in the link continued to increase, reaching a value of 130.7 kips at a yof

-0.08 rad. in the later half of Cycle 6. This was the maximum link shear force attained by

Specimen B2 representing a 38 percent increase since initial web yielding. Compared to the

corresponding bare steel link, Specimen 02, the maximum shear force of Specimen B2 was 11

percent greater. The maximum link end moment M B had also developed during the latter half

of Cycle 6, where M B reached a value of 1.23 Mp . As the maximum shear force and

moment M B developed in Specimen B2, the flange and web stiffeners of the center panel of

the link developed severe distortion, as shown in Fig. 3.24(c). During the transition from the

first to the second half of Cycle 6 the web buckling in the link followed the same cyclic mode

as illustr:lled in Fig. 3.5. This buckling became more pronounced with each cycle of link

deformation. At the conclusion of Cycle 6 the concrete slab had begun to spall on contacting

the vertical plate representing a colwnn flange at the simulated colwnn restraint.

Smaller link shear forces were developed at the peak values of y in the subsequent

cycles, indicating that the link capacity was deteriorating. Beginning with Cycle 7 tension

field action in the link is evident from the V -y hysteretic loops, where the lost capacity is par

tially regained as y is reversed. During the first half of Cycle 8 at a link deformation of 0.10

rad. the metal decking buckled between ribs above the link. At the same time the shear con

nectors completely pulled out of the concrete slab at end A of the link. Figure 3.24(d) shows

a photograph when the link deformation was 0.10 Tad., illustrating the severe deformation of

the flanges and a web stiffener in the link center panel. Near the end of Cycle 8 web tearing

developed in the center panel of the link at the weld of a web stiffener, resulting in a rapid

decrease of the load carrying capacity of the link. The test was terminated after reaching a y

of -0.10 rad. An examination of the floor damage after the completion of the test, Fig. 3.25,

indicated that the major floor damage consisting of concrete spalling and major cracks had
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remained in an area that was above the linle The cracking of the floor slab outside of the link

area was minor. No yielding of the beam outside of the link was detected.

Test Specimen Cl • Specimen CI involved the investigation of a link in an exterior K

braced EBF with composite floors. The displacement program given in Section 2.7 was used

to impose a series of link deformations which simulated the response to the first 14.5 seconds

of the Taft earthquake which had been scaled to a maximum ground acceleration of 0.5 g. In

addition, tests identified as Test I, 2, and 3 were then conducted which involved imposing

three successive symmetric cycles of link deformation having amplitudes of 0.06, 0.08 and

0.10 rad., respectively. The measured floor displacements, Fig. 3.26(a), of tbe Tsukuba test

results [17] and the estimated link deformation history, Fig. 3.26(b), will be used to facilitate

the discussion. The link V -y hysteretic loops for the simulated scaled Taft earthquake are

shown in Fig. 3.27. These results are combined with the hysteretic loops of Test I, 2, and 3

in Fig. 3.28. The corresponding M -y hysteretic loops are shown in Fig. 3.29. The link defor

mation history for the scaled Taft earthquake was started by displacing end A downwards rela

tive to end B of the link.

Yielding developed in all of the web panels of the link at pt. B in Fig. 3.26. The link

shear force was 86.9 kips, which was two percent greater than that in the corresponding bare

steel link, Specimen D1. The photograph shown in Fig. 3.30(a), indicating the web yielding in

the link, was taken shortly after pI. B was reached. At the onset of web yielding, moment MA

was 0.8IMp which was 1.41 times greater than moment MB . Approximately midway through

the Taft earthquake, pI. D, a y of 0.044 rad. was imposed on the link. Fig. 3.30(b) shows the

link at that time, indicating a more developed yielding in the web. This link deformation

resulted in cracking of the floor slab and separation of the metal deck from the concrete slab

above the link. The ribs of the slab also cracked near both ends of the link. The floor slab

cracks extended in a transverse direction along the surface with respect to the longitudinal axis

of the link. When pI. F was reached in the link deformation history, imposing a yof -0.027

rad., the floor damage had become more extensive. Fig. 3.30(c) shows the floor damage with
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fully developed yielding in the link at pI. G in the deformation history. The link deformation

at this time was -0.027 rad.

The slab damage resulted in a change in the initial distribution of the link's end

moments. Near the end of the simulated Taft earthquake the negative moment at end B

approached 1.9MA • At a positive moment at end B, MB approached 1.2MA • An examination

of the M -y hysteretic loops reveals that the inelastic stiffness at end A and magnitude of M A

had decreased when it became positive.

The two largest successive peaks of link deformation during the scaled Taft earthquake

occurred at pts. J and K which had a y of 0.06 and -0.04 rad., respectively. As a resull of

these sequence of deformations the maximum shear in the link developed during the scaled

Taft earthquake. The maximum shear in the link was 111.3 kips, which was 28 percent

greater then the link shear force at initial web yielding. The corresponding link. moment MB

was l.13Mp ' which caused flange yielding at end B of the link. Figure 3.30(d) shows the link

at the deformation of 0.06 rad. The extensive web yielding can be judged by noting that most

of the white wash scaled off.

Upon unloading from pI. K the link response simulation to the first 14.5 seconds of the

scaled Taft earthquake was complete. An examination of the V -y hysteresis loops in Fig. 3.27

reveals that the link displayed stable hysteretic behavior and good energy dissipation. Increas

ing plastic deformation resulted in continuing strain hardening. The link maintained parallelo

gram shapes while undergoing cyclic deformation. Figures 3.31(a) and (b) show the rib dam

age, mainly at the left end A of the link, and the transverse slab cracks above the link.

Overall, during the scaled Taft record the link performed very well with the major floor dam

age confined to an area above the link.

Imposing greater "(S in Tests I, 2, and 3 resulted in a more extensive slab cracking of the

ribs and deck separation above the link. An examination of the M -y hysteretic loops indicates

that in each subsequent cycle of increased link deformation, the negative end moment of the

link decreased near the termination of each half cycle as a result of the slab damage. How-
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ever, the corresponding positive end momen!' continued to increase at such a rate that the link

shear force continued to strain harden.

At a y of -0.06 rad. in Test 1 the link compression flange buckled at end A, see Fig.

3.32(a). At this point moment MA reached 1.15Mp- During the first half of Test 2 at a yof

0.08 rad., web buckling developed in the center panel of the link, and the compression flange

buckled at end B when MB reached 1.2 IMp . The flange and web stiffeners in the link center

panel began to distort during the second half of Test 2 as shown in Fig. 3.32(b). Also the

center panel began to show significant local deformation. The cyclic web buckling pattern

depicted in Fig. 3.5 developed during the remaining cycles of the test as the buckling became

more pronounced. As a result of continued strain hardening coupled with tension field action

in the link, the link maximum shear and end moment developed during the last half of Test 3

at a y of -0.10 rad. The maximum shear was 118 kips, representing a 35 percent increase from

the initial web yielding. The link maximum end moment developed at end A, where M A was

1.38Mp . Fig. 3.32(c) shows the link at a y of -0.10 rad. when the link maximwn shear and

end moment had developed.

Test 3 was terminated upon completing the current half cycle. Photographs shown in

Figs. 3.33(a) and (b) were taken after the completion of Test 3. The floor damage is shown to

have occurred mostJy in an area above the link and consists of rib cracking, separation of the

metal deck from the concrete slab, and transverse surface cracks. A comparison with Figs.

3.31(a) and (b) indicates that increased floor damage of Specimen Cl occurred during the

severe cycles of link deformation which followed the scaled Taft earthquake simulation. Dur

ing the testing of Specimen CI there was no evidence of yielding of the beam outside of the

link.

Test Specimen C2 • Specimen C2 simulated a link in an exterior V-braced EBF with

composite floors. No lateral bracing by transverse beams was provided at either end of the

link.. Using the displacement program given in Section 2.7, an initial symmetric pulse of link

deformation with an amplitude of 0.06 rad. was applied followed by symmetric cycles of link
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defonnation which were similar to those for Specimen D2. The V -1 and M -1 hysteretic loops

are shown in Figs. 3.34 and 3.35. Each cycle of link defonnation was initiated by displacing

end A of the link downwards with respect to end B of the linle As noted previously, end A of

the link was adjacent to the simulated column restraint.

During the initial pulse of 1 in Cycle 1 web yielding occurred in the link as shown in

Fig. 3.36(a). The shear force at this initial web yielding was 85.9 kips, which represents a six

percent increase over that for the corresponding bare steel link, Specimen D2. Moment MA

was O.77Mp ' which was 1.27 times greater than moment MB . Continued link defonnation

resulted in the development of transverse cracks in the slab above the link. In addition,

separation of the metal decking from the concrete slab along the slab's exterior edge parallel to

the link had occurred. Typically, the link's shear force increased with strain hardening.

Unloading and reversing the link defonnation to complete Cycle 1 resulted in further floor

damage in the ribs above end B.

At the peak link defonnation in all subsequent cycles the link end moments maintained

the same relative ratios. For a negative MB , MA was equal; for a positive M B it was approxi

mately equal to 1.33MB , This distribution of end moments was a result of rib cracking at end

B of the link in Cycle 1. As end B was displaced downwards the crack in the rib would open

as shown in Fig. 3.36(b). A reversal of the link deformation would close the crack in the rib.

Thus, the stiffness at end B of the link increased when a negative moment was imposed which

closed the crack. During plastic defonnation the link maintained a defonned parallelogram

shape and continued to strain hardening. However, the shear force which developed in the

link did not exceed the maximum value developed in Cycle I until the imposed 1 became

equal to the maximum link deformation developed in Cycle 1. This occurred in Cycle 5.

Also, the damage to the floor slab did not become more extensive until 1 reached or exceeded

the maximum link defonnation in Cycle 1. Buckling of the compression flange at end A in

the link occurred during Cycle 6 at a 1 of 0.06 rad. The corresponding moment MA was

1.08Mp .
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During the first half of Cycle 7 with y equal to 0.08 rad. web buckling occurred in the

link center panel as the web stiffeners began to deform, as shown in Fig. 3.36(c). Upon

unloading and proceeding to a y of -0.08 rad., the flanges of the center panel of the link also

began to deform. The cyclic web buclding mode ilJustrated in Fig. 3.5 developed during

Cycle 7 as well as in all subsequent cycles as the buckling became more pronounced. The

forces in the link were less at a y of -0.08 rad. in the second half of Cycle 7 compared to the

first half when y was equal to 0.08 rad. This indicated that the link capaciry was deteriorating.

Hence the shear force at the instant of web buclding was the largest shear ever developed in

the link. This shear force was 120 kips, representing a 40 percent increase from the initial

web yielding and a two percent greater value than the maximum link shear force for Specimen

02. At the instant of web buckling, the maximum end moment had also developed in the link.

This occurred at end A where MA had reached a moment of 1.14Mp' the corresponding

moment MB was equal to 0.79Mp •

During Cycle 8 the flanges in the link center panel began to severely deform at the peak

y of 0.08 rad. During the last half of Cycle 8 tension field action becomes quite noticeable in

the V -y hysteretic loops. As shown in Fig. 3.37(a) the floor developed concrete spalling at the

face of the simulated column face where the slab was abutting against a vertical plate.

In an attempt to impose a y of -0.10 rad. during the second half of Cycle 9, web tearing

occurred along a web stiffener of the link center panel at a y of -0.07 rad. Continued link

deformation resulted in the capaciry of the link deteriorating rapidly. With no lateral bracing

provided by transverse beams, there was significant twisting of the link cross section causing

lateral movement, This was an indication of the onset of lateral-torsional buckling. Hence, the

test was immediately terminated to avoid damaging the hydraulic jacks. The maximum link

deformation developed in the second half of Cycle 9 was -0.09 rad. Figure 3.36(d) shows the

link at the end of the test. An examination of the floor slab· indicated that the major floor

damage had remained in the vicinity of the link, as shown in Fig. 3.37. The link appeared to

isolate itself from the remaining part of the floor slab because of the rib cracking at end B and
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spalling of the concrete floor slab. No yielding was found in the test beam outside of link.

3.4. Summary and Conclusions

The results of the tests indicate that composite links designed as short bare steel links

will yield predominantly in shear. Therefore, energy dissipation occurs primarily through web

yielding. Following initial yielding the links continued to strain harden to at least the point of

web buckling thereby enabling the links to develop larger shear forces than at the initial yield.

As a result, the link end moments eventually exceed Mp . By comparing the performance of

the composite links with those of bare steel, it was found that the shear yield strength and ulti

mate shear capaciry of short links subjected to cyclic deformation is augmented by compoSite.·

action. Composite action appears to have a greater affect on the links of interior EBF where

the average shear yield strength and shear capacity is noticeable greater than for the bare steel

links.

Composite floor systems increase the stiffness of the beams. The degree of increase in

stiffness depends on the extent of floor slab damage. The floor damage generally consisted of

a separation of the metal deck from the concrete slab, spalling and cracking of the concrete

slab, as well as slippage and failure of the shear connectors. This major floor damage became

more intense as the link deformations increased, however the floor damage remained in an area

that was in close vicinity of the link. Rib cracking near the ends of the link appeared to be

the major influence on the relative rotational stiffness of the link ends. If cracks became

closed, the rotational stiffness at that panicular end of the link would increase compared to that

of a case when the cracks were open. As a result of floor damage from cyclic action the ratio

of the link end moments MA and Ms would not remain constant.

The end moments of the bare steel link in the K-braced EBF subassembly were. found

not to be equal due to sensitivity in the values of the end moments resulting from the closely

spaced jacks relative to the test beam span length. These end moments, however, were closer

to being equal then the elastic link end moments in composite specimens and the bare steel
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link specimen which represented links in a V-braced EBF. It was found that larger elastic link

end moments developed at the simulated column restraint in the links of the V-braced than in

the K-braced EBF subassemblies. An equalization of these end moments by moment redistri

bution during plastic deformation did not occur in the bare steel links of the V-braced EBF

subassembly and the composite links of the exterior V-braced EBF subassemblies. However,

the composite link of the interior V-braced EBF subassembly showed a greater degree of

moment redistribution of the link end moments. With cover plates on the steel test beam,

moment yielding did nol develop outside the link.

Several of the specimens had different histories of link deformation. However, the accu

mulated angular deformation from the last point of zero shear to the point of web buckling, Yb'

was approximately equal for all specimens. Therefore, it appears that Yb is related to the hys

teretic deformation of the cycle in which web buckling occurred. The value of Yb was found

not to be significantly affected by composite action.

Web buckling in the link generally resulled in deterioration of the link load carrying

capacity when subsequent link deformations exceeded Yb' On the contrary, flange buckling al

the ends of a link did not inhibit the link from developing greater forces. These phenomena

were noted for both bare steel as well as for composite link specimens. By comparing the V-y

hysteretic loops for Specimen A2 with those for the other specimens having fewer stiffeners, it

is apparent that by prolonging or preventing link web buckling results in the ability of a link to

strain harden and more effectively to dissipate additional energy. For the link with a larger

number of stiffeners a greater sh~ar force could be developed.

Web stiffeners were found 10 play an imponant role in the post buckling behavior of the

links. A decrease in the stiffener rigidity caused by their buckling still allowed the link to dis

sipate energy in a stable manner even after the web buckled. However, within one to two

cycles after web buckling the stiffeners became so severely deformed that the tension field

could not be developed. This caused an extensive damage to the -metal decking and concrete

slab. If for such cases the web stiffeners were made stiffer, the performance of the link after
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web buckling would have been improved by maintaining stiffer boundaries around the buckled

web.

Severe cyclic web buckling coupled with buckling of the flanges and web stiffeners

caused a deterioration in the panel strength. The effect of web tearing was found to be catas

trophic for the capacity of the link.. A link which had developed web tearing was found to

possess a low resistance to lateral buckling in a case where no lateral bracing was provided.

Based on the observed experimental behavior of the specimens, the following conclusions

can be made:

(1 ) Composite links initially designed as bare steel short links yield in shear and dissipate

energy primarily through web yielding.

(2) Composite action results in an increase in the shear yield strength and ultimate capacity

of links under cyclic loading. The interior links of EBFs with composite floor systems

benefit more from the composite action and attain greater yield and ultimate shear

strengths than comparable links in exterior EBFs.

(3) The relative magnitudes of the link end moments is affected by composite action, which

in tum is affected by the damage to the floor slab. Under cyclic loading the major floor

damage occurs in a local area of the slab above a link. Failure of the shear connectors

takes place mainly at the link with shear connectors pulling out of the concrete. The

.floor damage causes changes in the relative rotational stiffnesses of the ends of the link.

Therefore the distribution of the initial elastic link end moments is not maintained.

(4) Strain hardening following the inilial shear yielding of the link causes the link's max

imum end moments to exceed Mp . Larger link end moments are developed in composite

links than in bare steel links.

(5) Flange buckling at the ends of a link does not have a significant effect on the shear and

moment capacity of a link.

(6) The amount of link deformation to cause web buckling is independent of the previous

link deformation history. Web buckling occurs when the link deformation exceeds a
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specific value of link deformation Yb' For cyclic loading this deformation is measured

from the point of zero shear to the shear at web buckling corresponding to the half cycle

in which web buckling occurred. A diagonal tension field forms in a link panel where

web buckling occurs. If the web stiffeners do not possess sufficient stiffness, the tension

field action can lead to a severe deformation of the web stiffeners and flanges.

(7) To avoid unsatisfactory post buckling link behavior, the web stiffeners should be

designed to have both adequate strength and stiffness.

(8) If an early pulse of link deformation leads to web buckling adverse effects do not

develop as long as in subsequent cycles the link deformations do not exceed Yb' In

situations where the cyclic link deformations exceed Yb the link strength rapidly

deteriorates.
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CHAPTER 4

ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

4.1. General

In Chapter 3, observations of the hysteretic behavior of each of the eight spedmens were

discussed. Based on these observations general conclusions were made. In Chapter 4 a

detailed evaluation of the experimental behavior will be performed by analyzing the measured

data for each of the eight specimens. In order to draw general conclusions on the effects of

composite action in EBF, results of the analysis of each specimen will be compared. Topics

which will be examined will include the elastic state, yield state, and the inelastic state of the

link, along with the participation of the floor slab.

4.2. Elastic Link Behavior

During the initial elastic response of each specimen, data were gathered which enabled

the initial elastic link stiffness to be determined. For purposes of comparing the initial elastic

stiffness of different specimens, a pseudo-elastic link stiffness, KO, was computed for each

specimen:

(4.1 )

where V is the link shear corresponding to the relative elastic vertical end displacement, v,

between the ends of the link. The computed values for KO are swnmarized in Tables 4.1 and

4.2 for the links of the K-braced and V-braced EBF subassemblies. In these tables K~ I and

K;2. respectively, represent the value of K* for Specimens DI and D2. Accurate values of

KO wer~ difficult to compute due to the small displacements associaied with the initial elastic

response. Basing the computations of KO on data from the X-Y recorders giving continuous

response curves during each test provided greater accuracy than using the discrete data from
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the scanner system.

It can be noted from Table 4.1 that K" for the composite link for the interior K-braced

EBF subassembly (Specimen B1) is greater Ihan K" for the composite links of the eXlerior K

braced EBF subassembly (Specimens Al and Cl). Specimen Bl has a 51 percent grealer

value for K" compared to the corresponding bare steel link (Specimen Dl), while Specimens

Al and Cl have a value of K" that is 24 percent greater. Likewise, Table 4.2 shows that K"

for the composite link for the interior V-braced EBF subassembly (Specimen B2) is greater

than K" of the composile links for the exterior V-braced EBF subassemblies (Specimens A2

and C2). Specimen B2 has a 17 percent greater value for K" than the corresponding bare

steel link (Specimen D2), while Specimens A2 and C2 have an average value of K" that is

only about 6 percent greater than the corresponding bare steel link. Based on the results for

K" , it is evident that links with composite action have a greater initial elastic stiffness com

pared t6 bare steel links. Furthermore, the composite links of the interior EBF subassemblies

have a grealer K" than those for the exterior EBF subasseomblies.

The V -y hysteretic loops for each composite link test, excluding Specimen Cl, were

superimposed on the V -y hysteretic loops for the corresponding bare sleel link, as shown in

Figs. 4.1 through 4.3. An examination of these results confirms that the composite links have

a greater initial elastic stiffness compared to the bare steel links. However, after imposing

cyclic deformations to each of the composite links, their elastic sliffness appears to deteriorate

to the level of the corresponding bare steel IiDle This is a consequence of damage to the floor

slab during the cyclic link deformation.

4.3. Link Yield Limit State

For each link specimen the shear force Vy and the largest of the two end moments My at

inilial yield are given in Table 4.3. In column 4 of this lable Vy of each composite link has

been normalized with respecl to the corresponding shear yield strength v:are of a bare sleel

link. Table 4.3 indicates that the composite links have a greater Vy than the corresponding
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bare steel links, ranging in values from 2 to 17 percent. The composite links of Specimens B 1

and B2 show the greatest increase ill Vy ' being 17 and 16 percent above the corresponding

bare steel links.

To predict the yield limit state and inelastic behavior of links without the presence of

axial load, it is essential to know the form of the M -v interaction surface. This interaction

surface for bare steel links has been studied in the ,past, both experimentally and analytically.

Accordingly. in the present study the values of Vy and My for the eight links were normalized

by Vp and Mp of the bare steel link (see Table 2.6) and along with the results for previous

tests of bare steel links [3,6,7] are plotted on the M -V diagram shown in Fig. 4.4. In this

figure theoretical solutions by Hodge [43], Leth [44], and Neal [19] are also shown.

An examination of Fig. 4.4 indicates that the present tests appear to have a yield limit

state that is similar to the majority .of the previous tests. The present experimental data on

bare steel specimen are in good agreement with Leth's solution. The same conclusion was

reached for the previous tests [7]. Leth's solution also provides a better estimate of the M-V

yield state for the composite links compared to the solutions of Hodge and Neal.

4.4. Postyield Link Behavior

After shear yielding had developed in the web, the stiffness of the link would decrease as

inelastic deformation continued. The majority of the inelastic link deformation is due to the

inelastic shear strains developed in the web. This results in a shear mechanism where each

link assumes the shape of a parallelogram. Figures 4.1 to 4.3 indicate that in the first com

plete inelastic cycle of link deformation the composite links sustain a greater shear yield force

relative to the corresponding bare steel specimens. For Specimens Bland B2 this

phenomenon is more pronounced compared to the other composite specimens. With each sub

sequent cycle the shear force at the onset of yielding of the composite links comes closer to

the shear force at. the onset of yielding of the corresponding bare steel links.

In all specimens strain hardening developed in the link during plastic deformation follow-
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ing shear yielding. Consequently. the link shear force of each specimen continued to increase

after initial yielding. The influence of the effect of cyclic application of the loads and strain

hardenfug on the change in the link shear force was examined for each specimen. This was

done by determining the maximum shear force Vi
rnax for each consecutive half cycle and the

cumulative relative displacement ductility ~v. for the link. I:/lv. was obtained by summing a

link's relative displacement ductility flv. for each half cycle, where flv, is defined as:

~Vi
(~vi ~ vy-)

vy

/lv. = (4.2)

0 (~vi < vy )

Here ~vi = maximwn relative displacement between the ends of a link during half cycle i as

shown in Fig. 4.5, and v y ~ relative displacement between ends of the link at initial yield.

~v, therefore is representative of the plastic deformation accumulated by a link.

The result of plotting Vrax against 4!v. for the links is shown in Figs. 4.6 to 4.11.

These results indicate that Vi max increases by strain hardening until shortly after web buckling

occurs. Thereafter Vrax begins to decrease for all specimens, excluding Specimens A2 and

C1. As was noted previously, web buckling did not occur in Specimen A2 because of the

closely spaced web stiffeners. For Specimen CI, vi
max continued to increase slightly after web

buckling.

A summary of the maximum shear forces V max developed in the links is given in Table

4.4. As shown in column 3 of this table. cyclic strain hardening resuJted in maximum shears

ranging from 1.29Vy to I.44Vy for links exhibiting web buckling. Because web buckling did

not develop in Specimen A2, a larger shear force of 1.53Vy couJd develop. The average of the

composite link maximum shear force was 1.36V,v for the links of the K-braced EBF subassem

blies (Specimens AI, BI, and CI), and was 1.39Vy for the composite links of the V-braced

EBF subassemblies, excluding Specimen A2 (e.g. Specimens B2 and C2). These average
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values are very close to the increases in the shear force relative to Vy for the corresponding

bare steel specimens. where V max was 1.38Vy and I.44V.y , respectively, for the link in the K

braced EBF subassembly (Specimen Dl) and the V-braced EBF subassembly (Specimen D2).

A direct comparison between the V max of the composite links and the maximum shear

force V~~~ of the corresponding bare steel links is shown in column 4 of Table 4.4. This

comparison, excluding Specimen A2, indicates that the interior composite links (Specimens B1

and B2) have the largest increase in V max relative to V~a:: ' where V max is equal to 1.1Ov~aa:e

for Specimen Bl and 1.11 V~': for Sp~imen B2. Specimen A2. a composite exterior link of

a V-brace EBF subassembly, shows a 13 percent increase in V max relative to v~a:".e, due

mainly to the fact that web buckling did not occur in Specimen A2. The exterior compoSite

link of the other V-braced EBF subassembly (Specimen C2) developed web buckling arid as a

result shows no apparent increase in V max. relative to v~a:e. However, the exterior composite

links of the K-braced subassemblies (Specimens Al and Cl) had an average increase of five

percent in V max. relative to v~a:xe .

Strain hardening of the links is a combination of kinematic and isotropic hardening. This

is evident from the V -y hysteretic loops shown in Figs. 4.1 to 4.3. where during the elastic

response the height of the hysteretic loops increases in each subsequent cycle before yielding

occurs. For Specimens Dl and Bl. which had nearly the same link deformation history, the

isotropic hardening of the V -y hysteretic loops was examined by determining the increase in

shear yield strength as a result of cyclic link deformation. For a given current half cycle the

shear force at the onset of yielding was determined by the procedure shown in Fig. 4.12.

which involved drawing a line parallel to the elastic curve and a line parallel to the stiffness of

the fully plastic link. The point of intersection of these lines, pt. B. was used as the state

where the onset of yielding occurred for the current half cycle. The shear force ~Vy required

to Wlload from the previous yield state, pt. A. to pI. B was then determined as shown in Fig.

4.12. For the first half cycle ~Vy was set equal to twice the initial shear yield strength. The
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plastic link deformation of the current half cycle, yp' was taken to be from pI. B to the peak of

the currenl half cycle, pI. C. ~V.v and yp were then normalized with respecl to the shear force

VyO and link deformation yyO at initial yielding of the first half cycle. The normalized value of

~Vy was then plotted against the accumulated normalized values of yp from the previous half

cycles. This process was repeated for each of the half cycles for the complete deformation

histories of Specimens Bl and D1. These results are shown in Fig. 4.13.

The onset of yielding shown in Fig. 4.13 progressively occurs at greater values of ~Vy of

successive half cycles, illustrating isotropic hardening behavior of the link in shear. It appears

Ihat the composite link (Specimen B1) has less isotropic hardening then the bare steel link

(Specimen D1). However, as shown in Fig. 4.1 (b), Specimen B1 has a greater stiffness than

that of Specimen Dl when the link is fully plastic. This phenomenon is also true for the other

composite links as shown in Figs. 4.1 to 4.3.

Comparisons between the M -y hysteretic behavior for link end moments of Specimens

B I and B2 and their corresponding bare steel links, Specimens Dl and D2, are shown in Fig.

4.14. The nomenclature and positive sign convention for the link and moments was shown

previously in Fig. 3.1. Figure 4.14 shows that during the first cycle of link deformation, the

composite links develop greater magnitudes of elastic stiffness and positive moments compared

to the corresponding bare steel links. The deterioration of the elastic stiffness at the end of the

links is shown to occur during subsequent cycles as a result of slab damage in the vicinity of

the link. Figure 4.14 also shows that the M -y hysteretic loops are slightly pinched in

advanced cycles of testing when positive moments develop. leading to an increase in stiffness

following closing of the cracks in the floor slab at y = O. Consequently, the composite links

developed greater ultimate positive end moments than the corresponding bare steel links.

For Specimen B2 the increase in the inelastic stiffness under positive moment compared

to the corresponding bare steel link is more substantial than thaI for Specimen Bl and its

corresponding bare steel link. The pinching of the M -y hysteretic loops is nOI however very

severe, particularly when comparing it with the cyclic response of a long composite floor beam
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[22] shown in Fig. 4.15. The pinching of the M -y hysteretic loops does not occur when the

ends of the links are subjected to a negative momen! since the inelastic stiffnesses of the com

posite links remain essentially constanl. This hysteretic behavior was typical for all composite

links except for Specimen B2 at the simulated column restraint. In Specimen B2 at the simu

lated column restraint the moment MA was found to redistribute to end B of the link, as previ

ously shown in Fig. 3.23.

The maximum positive and negative link end moments for all specimens pertaining to

links in the K-braced EBF subassemblies are summarized in columns 2 and 3 of Table 4.5.

These moments represent the largest magnitude of positive and negative link end moments

which must be resisted by the combined flexural strength of the brace and floor beam outside

the link in a K-braced EBF. An examination of columns 4 and 5 in Table 13 indicates that

the maximum end moments of all links in the K-braced EBF subassemblies exceed the

moment capacity of a bare steel section, Mp . Also, the maximum link end moment of the

composite links are greater than that of the corresponding bare steel link (Specimen D1). The

increase in the maximum end moment of the composite links relative to that of the correspond

ing bare steel link ranges from less than one percent (Specimen AI) to 25 percent (Specimen

C1). Columns 6 and 7 of Table 4.5 indicate that the magnitudes of the maximum link end

moments were less then the monotonic positive moment capacity of the links based on full

composite action, M,,~t. The composite links developed only a.58M,,/t to a.75M"it maximum

end moment, indicating that it is necessary to account for the reduction of the shear

connector's monotonic shear strength and the effects of slab damage when dealing with cyclic

behavior.

Table 4.6 summarizes the maximum positive and negative link end moment for both ends

of the links pertaining to the V-braced EBF subassemblies. The values of MA
max in columns 2

and 3 of this table represent the largest magnitudes of positive and negative link end moment

which must be resisted by the columns of a V-braced EBF. Values of MB
max in columns 4 and

5 represent the largest magnitudes of positive and negative link end moment that must be
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resisted by the combined flexural strength of the brace and ~link beam outside the link of a V

braced EBF. An examination of columns 6 through 9 in Table 4.6 indicates that the values of

MA
mu are greater than the values of MBmV. for all links for except Specimen B2. For the links

which exclude Specimen B2, the values of MA
mu exceed Mp with MBmV. at most approximately

equal to Mp • Consequently, the equalization of end moments did not occur in the links of

these specimens. For Specimen B2, the effect of composite action lead to a greater amount of

redistribution of the link end moments resulting in an equalization of end moments, where the

value of MB
max for a positive moment was equal to 1.23Mp • The values of MA

max and MB
max of

the composite links ~e larger in ~ost specimens than those for the bare steel link, Specimen

02. Excluding Specimen A2, the interior composite link (Specimen B2) developed the largest

(14 percent) increase in MA
mu relative to the bare steel link. Specimen C2, an exterior compo

site link, did not develop an increase in MA
max compared to the bare steel link. Because web

buckling did not occur in Specimen A2 the increase in MA
max was the largest of all the compo

site links (25 percent) relative to the bare steel link. However, an increase. of 38 percent in

MB
max by Specimen A2 relative to the bare steel link was smaller than the increase of the other

composite links given in Table 4.6. Specimen B2 developed as much as a 48 percent increase

and Specimen C2 a 42 percent increase in MB
max relative to the bare steel link. Columns 10

through 13 of Table 4.6 show that the magnitudes of MA
mu and MB

mu had a range from

o.42Mui, to O.74Mj, and therefore did not reach Mui,. Thus, full composite action was not

maintained in the links.

The above findings with regard to the differences in the post yield behavior of composite

links and bare steel links, as well as the elastic and yield limit states, should have an influence

on the response of an EBF. It is essential that these findings be considered in the fonnulatlon

of a cyclically loaded link model in order to achieve accurate nonlinear analysis of EBFs.
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4.5. Jack Forces

As noted in Chapter I, it is important to design the braces in an EBF to remain elastic

under extreme loading conditions and not to buckJe. This will maintain the strength and

energy dissipation capacity of the links and an EBF. Indicated in Fig. 4.16 are the measured

jack forces PA and PB for each specimen when the initial web yielding, Py ' of a link had

occurred, and when the maximum jack forces, P max' were applied to the specimen. PA and

PB for the K-braced subassembly are related to the axial brace forces in K-braced EBFs. The

jack forces (PB ) for the V-braced subassemblies are related to the axial forces in the braces,

and forces (PA) are related to those in the columns. It is apparent from Fig. 4.16 that the

composite specimens developed larger values of Py and P max compared to the those in the

steel specimens (Specir:rens 01 and 02). Furthermore, in all cases the forces ~A were larger

than PB • This was more pronounced in the V-braced simulated subassemblies.

In Table 4.7 the values of P max for the K-braced EBF subassemblies are compared to

P1:a:e of Specimen 01. The values of Pmax used in developing this table are the largest ones

for PA and PB . The values of P max relative to P~"a': are greater when the jacks are in tension

because this results in pulling down of the end of the link, causing a positive moment resulting

in compressive stresses in the slab. This assertion is substantiated by the results in Table 4.7.

However, the difference in P max between the compression and tension jack forces is rather

small. This difference is only about one percent for Specimens Al and BI, and 10 percent for

Specimen Cl. The composite interior link of Specimen :B1 developed the largest increase of

P max relative to the bare steel link (14 percent). As can be seen from columns 2 and 3 of

Table 4.7. the exterior composite links in the K-braced subassemblies developed at most an 11

percent increase in P max relative to the bare steel link.

In Table 4.8, P max is compared to P ~~e of Specimen 02 for both ends of the link in the

V-braced subassemblies. As in the previous case, slightly larger values of P max relative to

P ~~e develop in the V-braced EBF subassemblies when the jacks are in tension. The largest
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tensile jack forces P max developed in Specimen A2 relative to the bare steel link (17 percent at

end A and 12 percent at end B). This was primarily due to the fact that no web buckling

occurred in Specimen A2. In another exterior composite link, Specimen e2, web buckling in

the link had occurred and as a consequence P max was equal to 1.01P~~:e at end A and

1.07P ~a,.:e at end B. Of the links exhibiting some web budding, the interior composite link

Specimen B2 developed the largest values of P max' where at end A P max was equal to

1.08P ~a,.:e and at end B 1.11P ~a,.:e. Thus, relative to the bare steel link this specimen showed

a larger increase in the jack forces at end B of the link compared to end A. Specimen A2

developed the opposite effect where the lack of web buckling resulted in a larger increase in

P max occurring at end A.

Hence, it can be concluded that the composite specimens develop larger jack forces than

the corresponding bare steel counterparts in both the K-braced and V-braced EBF subassem

blies. Excluding Specimen A2, the interior composite links develop the largest increase in the

jack forces relative to the bare steel links. The average increase in the jack: forces relative to

the corresponding values of p~~~e for each specimen (column 4 in Table 4.7 and column 6 in

Table 4.8) are very consistent with the increase in V max relative to V~~e of the link (column 4

of Table 4.4). However, the increase in P max is slightly greater than V max relative 10 the bare

steel link due to the floor slab transferring some of the applied load to adjacent floor beams.

This phenomenon will be elaborated on later in this chapler.

4.6. Energy Dissipation

The effects of composite action, load history, and web buckling of the link on the energy

dissipation process are of major importance in designs of EBFs. Therefore, the energy dissipa

tion characteristics were calculaled for all specimens. The calculations of the e.nergy dissipa

lion for each specimen were based on the load-displacement hysleretic loops for both jacks,

therefore the resulls represent the energy dissipaled by the entire specimen and not just that of

the link. However based on !.he observalions of the experimental behavior described in
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Chapter 3. it appears that most of the energy is dissipated by the link through web yielding.

The two energy quantities determined for each specimen were: EN' the energy dissipated dur

ing each half cycle which has been normalized by the energy that would have been dissipated

during the same half cycle by an elastic-perfectly plastic system having the same yield strength

and going through the same inelastic displacement; and E L' the accumulated energy dissipated

by the specimen. The cumulative relative displacement ductility ~\'. of the link was used as

an independent variable for plotting the energy dissipation history of each specimen.

The results of plotting EL against 4.tv. are shown in Figs. 4.17 and 4.18 for the various

specimens. From these results the dissipation of energy by specimens with nearly identical

link deformation histories (Specimens Bl and Dl in addition to Specimens B2 and D2) is

approximately 10 percent greater in the composite specimens compared to the bare steel speci

mens for the same value of ~Jlv., Specimen Cl, subjected initially to a link deformation his

tory which simulated the link deformation during a scaled record of the Taft earthquake, dissi

pated considerably less energy than other specimens with the same amount of 41,... Unlike the

other specimens, during the initial deformation history of Specimen Cl the link was not sub

jected to a sequence of cyclicly symmetric half cycles where each successive cycle had consid

erable amounts of plastic deformation. Instead, for Specimen Cl cycles of elastic deformation

and minute plastic deformation along with a few cycles of large plastic deformation were

developed in the link at various stages of the test. Consequently, Specimen C I did not dissi

pate as much energy as the other specimen for the same amount of plastic deformation.

Therefore it is apparent that the energy dissipation process of a link is related to its deforma

tion history.

The nonnalized energy dissipated per half cycle, EN, is plotted against 41v. in Figs. 4.19

to 4.24 for examining the effect of web buckling on the energy dissipation capacity of links.

In these figures the decrease of energy dissipation capacity of links is shown to occur after the

development of web buckling. lnFig. 4.22 Specimen A2 shows no deterioration in its energy

dissipation capaCity because of the fact that web buckling did not occur, while the energy dis-
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sipation capacity of Specimen 02 deteriorates after web buckling had occurred. An examina-

lion of the results for Specimen A I, Fig. 4.19, and for Specimen C2. Fig. 4.24, indicates that

an early pulse of link deformation affects only the energy dissipation capacity in cycles subse-

quent· to web buckling. Specimen Al does not maintain the same level of EN in the cycles

following web buckling whereas Specimen C2 is able to maintain the same level of EN fol-

lowing the initial pulse because web buckling did not occur in the link.

4.7. Prediction of Web Buckling

It was noted in Chapter 1 that two previous studies on bare steel links pursued systematic

efforts for inhibiting web buckling. The first one of these by Hjelmstad [3] empirically related

web buckling to energy dissipation and energy absorption for a given stiffener spacing and

web thickness. This was expressed by two relations:

(1.10)

(1.11)

The definition of the terms in these equations is given in Chapter 1. Excluding Specimen A2

-
from consideration, and using the stiffener spacing a and web thickness Tw of the link for all

other specimens, Eqs. 1.10 and 1.11 result in pr,edicting web buckling when either one of the

following two criteria is met:

= 138

(4.3)

(4.4)

The values of E;IEe and E· lEe for the specimens were determined at web buckling and are

summarized in Table 4.9. By comparing the results given in Table 4.9 with the criteria of
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Eqs. 4.3 and 4.4 it appears that neither one of the relationships is sufficiently accurate for

predicting web buckling of the bare steel links as well as the composite links. Furthermore, in

this table a comparison of Specimen Al with Specimen Cl indicates that Ei/E~ at web buck-

ling does not have the same value for two specimens which have similar web stiffeners and

link properties but significantly different link defonnation histories. Therefore, since different

link deformation histories are likely to be produced by different earthquakes, the use of Eq.

1.10 does not appear to be appropriate for predicting web buckling.

In a more recent second study on web buckling noted in Chapter I, a different criterion

was developed [7] which defines an allowable link defonnation Yb for a half cycle for inhibit-

ing web buckling as

(1.12)

The definition of the above tenns can be found in Chapter 1.

Using the averaged measured dimensions of the steel sections of the specimens summar-

ized in Table 2.7, the value of Yb based on Eq. 1.12 was found to be 0.15 radians. This value

of Yb defines the instant when web buckling is likely to occur. The measured values of Yb at

web buckling for the specimen are given in Table 4.10. These results show reasonable agree-

ment with the predicted value of 0.15 rad. for both the bare steel and composite links. There-

fore, this criterion appears to be sufficiently accurate for predicting web buckling in links. It is

also convenient for use, since the value of Yb can be readily detennined for any given link.

Kasai [7] has extended the criterion by recasting Eq. 1.12 into a fonn which relates the link

beam depth d, web thickness t.... and web stiffener spacing a to the angle of maximwn link

defonnation Y", defined in Fig. 4.25. This result appears as:

{

56,

_l!- +!.~ =CB = 38.
t... 5 t Hi

29,

for Y", =0.03

for Y", =0.06

for Y", =0.09

(4.5)

where for other values of Y",. CB can be linearly interpolated. This makes this criterion
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attractive for design purposes since the current seismic design philosophy in codes [58,66] is

related to 'Y...

4.8, Floor Slab Participation

Vertical Slab Displacement. By imposing defonnation to the steel link, deformations

and forces are developed in the floor slab. An isometric view and contours of measured verti

cal displacements· of the floor slab fpr Specimen Al are shown in Figs. 4.26 to 4.28 at a link

defonnation of 0.0] rad. during Cycle ] and at a link defonnation of 0.06 rad. during Cycle 5.

For Cycle 1 the floor slab in Fig. 4.26 appears to defonn as a plate subjected to biaxial

moment, developing curvature along the x and y axes as a result of the displacement in the

vertical direction along the z axis. The largest magnitude of the vertical floor slab displace

ment, W max' occurs along the floor beam outside the link due to the elastic curvature of the

floor beam. Figure 4.27 shows the relative vertical displacement, !ir , between the the max

imum and minimwn contours to be 0.28 in. for Cycle I, which is equal to 1.65 times the rela

tive vertical displacement between the ends of the link. As link yielding and slab damage

develop in Cycle 5, the locations of the maximum and minimum vertical displacement con

tours remain outside the link, as shown
1
in Fig. 4.29. The value of !ir corresponding to these

contours is 0.90 in., which is equal to 1.47 times the relative vertical displacement between the

ends of the link. It is apparent that even after the floor beam develops a shear mechanism dur

ing Cycle 5 that elastic curvature persists in the floor beam outside the link, as shown in Fig.

4.28. The consequences of developing a larger magnirude of vertical displacement in the floor

slab increases a possibility of nonstructural damage outside the link.

Outrigger Effect • The fact that the floor slab was found to develop curvature along

both the x and y axes suggests that perhaps some of the applied load was transferred to the

adjoining floor beams. This can be referred to as the outrigger effect. The load which is

transferred to the adjacent floor beams develops reactions in the test frame's shear tabs and the

supports of the pinned columns (see Fig. 2.5) supporting these beams. Having anticipated this
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phenomenon, all of the test frame's shear tabs and supports of the pinned columns were instru

mented with calibrated load cells in order to measure the load resisted by all floor beams. The

measured reactions of all the floor beams during testing of Specimens Al and B1, respectively.

are shown in Figs. 4.30 and 4.31. These particular specimens were selected for discussion

because they represent the tests in which the adjacent floor beams developed the largest reac

tions. These results indicate that the load transferred by the slab to the adjacent floor beams is

less than 10 percent of the load transferred to the supports of the floor beam to which the load

was applied.

By treating the floor system as a beam on an elastic foundation [46,47], the outrigger

~ffect can be approximated. The stiffness, k, of the elastic foundation is a function of the

spacing of the floor beams, b, the slab flexural rigidity, (EI)y, and the boundary conditions

along the edges of the slab at the adjacent floor beams, as shown in Fig. 4.32(a). Several ana

lyses were performed to determine the load transferred to the exterior floor beams from the

interior floor beam of the K-braced EBF subasstmbly (Specimen BI). In each analysis a

different beam spacing b was used. The interior beam was idealized as shown in Fig. 4.32(b).

Concentrated forces P were applied at each end of the link acting in opposite directions to

simulate the jack forces. The flexural rigidity EI for the floor beam was determined by using

the average of the measured properties given in Tables 2.3 and 2.7. For an assumed value for

beam spacing the stiffness k of the elastic foundation was determined as shown in Fig. 4.32(a).

The flexural rigidity (E/)y for lhe floor slab was based on the average of me measured proper

ties perpendicular to the ribs as given in Table 2.8.

The results of the analyses are shown in Fig. 4.33, where they have been normalized into

a dimensionless form. In this figure ~ is defined as:

(4.6)

In Fig. 4.33 the range in which me experimental conditions exists are noted. The lower bound

solution assumes that in calculating the foundation stiffness k me floor slab is pinned at the
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exterior floor beams while the upper bound solution assumes that the floor slab is fixed against

rotation by the torsional stiffness of the exterior floor beams. The range of the measured reac

tions of the exterior floor beams for Specimen B1 is also noted in Fig. 4.33. The predicted

amount of load transferred to the exterior floor beams appears to agree reasonably well with

the measured experimental data. If the adjacent floor beams had been spaced closer the force

transferred to such beams would have been greater. Using the dimensionless curve of Fig.

4.33 and assuming the lower bound solution, it was detennined that by dec,reasing the existing

floor beam spacing to 42 in., i.e., by a factor of two, the load transferred to the exterior floor

beams would increase by a factor of about seven. By applying in the same manner the upper

bound solution, the load transferred to the exterior floor beams would be increased approxi

mately by a factor of 4.5 (see pIS. C and D in Fig. 4.33).

Link Axial Deformation • Fig. 4.34 shows axial link defonnations .1.a plotted against

relative end displacements of the link, v, for Specimens BI, C2, and Dl. Similar data are

ploned in Fig. 4.35 for Specimens Al and B2. These diagrams show that the links. appear to

elongate in the early stages of link defonnation. The link elongations for all of these speci

mens were about the same. For example, the interior composite link of the K-braced EBF

subassembly (Specimen B1) developed a maximum elongation of 0.05 in., the exterior compo

site link of the same subassembly (Specimen C2) a 0.07 in. maximum elongation" and the bare

steel link (Specimen DI) a 0.08 in. elongation. The exterior composite link of the K-braced

EBF subassembly (Specimen AI) and the interior composite link of the V-braced EBF

subassembly (Specimen B2) both had a maximum link elongation of 0.08 in.

A sudden shortening of the links occurs in advanced stages of the link defonnation his

tory. lbis is due to flange buckling of the middle panel of the link being induced by the ten

sion field action after the development of web buckling. The bare steel link (Specimen DI)

during the final excursion had a maximum link shortening of 0.55 in. With the concrete slab

attached to the top beam flange of Specimen B1, the axial shortening of the link during the

final excursion was only 0.09 in. The axial shortening of the link for Specimen C2 was simi-
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lar to that of Specimen 01, and had the maximum link shortening of 0.50 in. Apparently

Specimen C2 did not benefit from the attached concrete floor slab because the link was located

at a comer of the floor slab. Specimens Al and B2 had a maximum link shortening of 0.13

in. and 0.37 in., respectively, during their final excursions. As a result of the link being

closer to an edge of the floor slab these specimens were not as restrained as Specimen B I,

consequently they developed a greater link shortening than Specimen B1.

The above results indicate that both the bare steel and composite links develop about the

same axial elongation. However, the length of the link decreases after flange buckling occurs

in the link due to tension field action. The floor slab partially restrains the link against axial

shortening, where the composite links of the K-braced EBF subassemblies (Specimens AI and

B1) were more restrained by the floor slab than the links of the V-braced EBF subassemblies

(Specimens B2 and C2), and therefore developed less shortening.

Concrete Floor Slab Damage· The measured longitudinal strains Ex give an indication

of the damage to the concrete of the floor slab. These strains were measured on the top sur

face of the floor slab using an array of clip gages shown previously in Figs. 2.25 and 2.26.

The strain data corresponding to points 1 through 7 in Fig. 4.36 are plotted for Specimen Al

along transverse sections in Figs. 4.37 to 4.40. In a similar manner, the strain data

corresponding to points 1. through 6 in Fig. 4.41 have been plotted for Specimen B I in Figs.

4.42 to 4.45, while the strain data corresponding to points 1 through 6 in Fig. 4.46 have been

plotted for Specimen B2 in Figs. 4.47 to 4.50. These specimens are selected for discussion

since they were affected the most by composite action. Similar data are plotted along longitu

dinal sections in Figs. 4.51 to 4.53 for Ex directly above the floor beam and at a distance of 24

in. from the beam's centerline.

An examination of strains along the transverse sections shows that their maximum mag

nitudes generally occur directly above or in the vicinity of the floor beam where the loads are

applied. The strain Ex decays with distance from a floor beam. From the longitudinal sections

il can be seen thai larger strains develop iri the slab above or near the link at locations where
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major transverse cracking· and spaUing of the concrete floor slab occurs.

As the magnitude of link defonnation is increased, the magnitude of Ex appears to

increase more near the ends of the links than at other locations. Large strains along the longi

tudinal sections at 24 in. from the floor beam occurred mostly near the ends of the link, and

were due to the combined effect of large link defonnations and extension of the lTansvers.e

cracks from the link area. In Specimens Al and BI, both belonging to K-braced subassem

blies, the floor damage appears to have a greater tendency to attenuate in a transverse direction

from the link along cracks in the floor slab. In Specimen B2, belonging to a V-braced EBF

subassembly, a tendency for the floor slab damage to attenuate perpendicular to the link

remains, however Ex outside the link above the floor beam has a tendency to increase.

The slip Of between the steel beam and concrete slab for Specimens Bland Al is shown

in Figs. 4.54 and 4.55. These figures indicate that inside the link slip between the steel beam

and concrete slab occurs during the first cycle and increases in magnitude with continued

cyclic link defonnation. The slip Of is seen to be considerably more inside the link compared

to outside the link. In Specimen B1 the measured slip Of outside the link at a distance of 18

in. and 53 in. from the end of the link were 5 and 30 times, respectively, less then Of in the

link. For Specimen AI, Of measured at a distance of 18 in. outside the, link is 30 times less

then the maximum Of measured in the link. The slip between the steel beam and the floor

slab results in a reduction of shear transferred by the shear connectors bctween the two media,

leading to a loss in composite action. The deterioration of full composite action occurs pri

marily in the link.

Effective Slab Width· The effective width beff of the slab was calculated based on the

stress distribution, and also the stiffness of the floor beam outside the link based on measured

experimental data. The purpose of calculating bell was to examine. its variation along the test

beam, and to compare bell as defined above with the AISC Specification [20].

The effective slab width based on stress distribution, b/Jr, was calculated for the speci

mcns using the. available measured data for longitudinal strain Ex' Since it has been found by
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previous researchers [48,49] that for cyclic loading conditions the detennination of stress from

cyclic strain is difficult, b:Jt was detennined only for the first cycle. The concrete stresses

were detennined from the measured compressive strains using the Hognestad stress-strain rela-

tioilship for concrete [50]. Then btlt was calculated using the following definition:

(4.7)

where for beam spacing b the limits of integration should not exceed ±O.5b.

The calculated results for belt are shown in Figs. 4.56 and 4.57 along with beff based on

the AISC Specification. If is apparent from the experimental results that the value of beff for

the composite specimens varies along the beam, and it is a minimum at the link. Furthennore,

btff is smaller at the exterior beams (Specimens A 1 and C2) compared to the interior beams

(Specimens BI and B2). The indicated values for b/lt represent the upper bound values. Sub-

sequent cycling of a link would likely reduce these values because of the deterioration in the

composite action due to slip between the steel beam and the concrete slab as well as cracking

of the slab.

Comparing the. above results with the AISC Specification shows that outside the link btff

is smaller than belr . The variation in btff along the floor beam is also not accounted for by the

the AISC Specification. For an interior composite floor beam beff based on the AISC

Specification shows a reasonable agreement with the experimental results for b/Jr at the end of

the link. There is less such agreement for the exterior composite floor beams. Nevertheless,

the AISC Specification provides a reasonable lower bound for beff for the exterior composite

floor beams. Due to the effects of cyclic degregation, the effective width given by the AISC

Specification may not agree well with the experimental results from subsequent cycles. This

assertion however requires further experimental verification.

The effective slab width bt~ based on the floor beam stiffness was delennined from the

rotational stiffness of the floor beam outside the link. The rotations e* and the vertical
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displacement .1. measured at end of a link were used to calculate the rotation 8 ch from the

chord of a floor beam outside the link as shown in Fig. 4.58. Values of moment M and rota-

tion B ch based on the experimental data are plotted on M -Bch diagrams in Figs. 4.59 to 4.64.

These results show that the beam stiffness outside the link does not experience a significant

reduction in stiffness under cyclic action of the link. Furthermore. the cyclic M -8ch behavior

closely fits a bilinear relationship where the beam stiffness outside the link is greater when

subjected to a positive moment than a n~gative moment.

A linear regression analysis was performed on the M -8ch results for each composite

specimen in order to establish a bilinear relationship between M and 8 ch ' Then using an elas-

tic solution for a simply supported beam subjected to an end moment, the rotational stiffness

provides an expression for an estimation of the effective moment of inenia. leff. On this basis:

(4.8)

where E and L" , respectively. are the elastic modulus of the steel beam and the sp~ length of

the floor beam between the support and the link. as shown in Fig. 4.58. The effective slab

width b:J was then determined based on the computed values of leff'

The calculated values for leff in a nondimensionalized form are shown ploned in Fig.

4.65. where IJ! represents leff for a positive moment and 141 represents leff for a negative

moment. I is the moment of inertia of the steel beam given in Table 2.7. Linear regression

analyses were performed on these results to establish the average values for leff for the exte-

rior and interior composite floor beams. Figure 4.65 indicates the ensuing linear relationships.

where IJr is equal to 1.371eff for the exterior composite floor beams and equal to 2.031eff for

the interior composite floor beams. It was found that the average value of leff for both the

interior and the exterior composite floor beams. respectively. was equal to 1.281. Therefore.

l/iJ is equal to 1.75/ for the exterior and 2.601 for the interior composite floor beams. The

ensuing values for be1 for positive and negative moment are given in Table 4.1 1, where b:J
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for positive moment is equal to 5.9 in. for the exterior and 17.4 in. for the interior composite

floor beams, and is 2.2 in. for both the interior and exterior composite floor beams when sub

jected to a negative moment.

Comparing the effective width based on beam stiffness with that based on stress distribu-

tion, shown in Figs. 4.56 and 4.57, it is apparent that b:} is significantly smaller than b:Jt.

The AISC Specification substantially overestimates bl!ff for beam stiffness, as indicated in

these figures as well as in Table 4.11.

4.9. Effectiveness of Floor Slab as Lateral Bracing

It is important to have steel beams adequately braced against lateral movement to prevent

lateral-torsional buckling. Otherwise the capacity and ductility of the link can be greatly jeop

ardized. Lateral-torsional buckling of bare steel beams has been studied extensively in the

past. both experimeptally and analytically [52,53,54,55]. Less research has been conducted on

the lateral-torsional buckling of composite beams [56,57]. Such buckling of composite beams

can occur if the applied bending moment causes compression in the bottom flange. Such a

bending moment will be referred to as a negative bending moment. The buckling

configuration for a composite beam subjected to a negative bending moment is shown in Fig.

4.66. The current SEAOC code for the design of ductile EBFs [58] requires that the top and

bottom flanges of the steel beam in an EBF be laterally braced at both ends of a link. The

bracing is required to have the strength and stiffness to resist 1.5 percent of the beam flange

strength, computed as yield stress times flange area, with a total lateral displacement of less

than 0.10 in. Nevenheless, the question remains whether the floor slab alone can provide the

necessary restraint thereby avoiding the use of transverse lateral bracin~.

To answer this question the twist lPA and 4>8 of the steel beam at ends A and B of a link

were measured and studied. Figures 4.67 to 4.69 shows the lateral twist developed at each end

of the links for bare steel beam Specimens 01 and 02 and also for the composite link of

Specimen C2. Specimen 01 had its cross section laterally braced by transverse beams at both
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ends of the link. Specimen 02 had its cross section laterally braced, but only at the link end

A which was adjacent to the simulated column restraint. Specimen C2 had only the support of

the floor slab without the benefit of any transverse beams for lateral bracing. The above

figures show that a greater amount of the cross section twist develops in Specimens 02 and C2

compared to that in Specimen 01. Unlike Specimen 01, both link ends in Specimens C2 and

02 developed a drift from the initial position. The twist at both ends of the link for Specimen

C2 is approximately two times the twist of Specimen 01 at a link deformation of 0.06 radians,

and 1.40 times that of Specimen 01 at a link deformation of 0.08 radians. This indicates that

the floor slab alone is not as effective as transverse beams placed at the ends of a link.

For Specimen C2 a ratio FN was computed for the link end B. The ratio FN is defined

as the flange force Fr relative to the beam flange strength FJig' That is:

Fr
(4.9)

where bl , tl' and 0yf' respectively, are the flange width, flange thickness, and flange yield

stress. The force Fr is determined by calculating the flange forces that resist the torque

induced by the applied load PB causing a lateral movement ~L of the steel section at end B of

the link, as shown in Fig. 4.66(b). Only the cases where end B developed a negative moment

were considered. Therefore:

(4.10)

A plot of PB versus FN is shown in Fig. 4.70. As PB increases, the cross section

develops a greater amount of twist, resulting in a greater amount of ~L' Consequently, a

larger magnitude of the force Fr develops in the flanges, resulting in larger ratios of FN' In-

Fig. 4.70 the ratio FN is shown to exceed 0.015, the SEAOC limit, and approach the value of

0.04 at the peak of each excursion of the cyclic link deformation history. The values of ~L

were plotted also against PB as shown in Fig. 4.71. These results indicate that the floor slab

will restrain the flange from developing an amount of ~L which exceeds the SEAOC limit of
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0.10 inches by no more than 10 percent.

The above results give an indication that by limiting !:::..L the floor slab does provide some

restraint to the steel beam. However, as was found by comparing the twist of the cross sec

tions at the link ends for braced and unbraced steel sections, the slab is not as effective as the

transverse beams in laterally bracing the link ends. Furthermore. the ratio FN exceeds the

recommended SEAOC limit of 0.015. Using the. maximum values of the ratio FN shown in

Fig. 4.70 for designing the lateral bracing for composite links would be conservative. since

less force is required to prevent lateral-torsional buckling then to restore the cross section to a

stable configuration. In order to provide general design guidelines, additional experiments are

necessary which specifically address the lateral-torsional buckling of composite links.

-4.10. Conclusions

Based on the analysis of the experimental behavior of the bare steel and composite links

the following conclusions can be established:

(1) Composite links have a greater initial elastic stiffness than bare steel links. The com

posite links in the K-braced EBF subassemblies developed larger initial elastic stiffness

than the composite links in the V-braced EBF subassemblies. with the interior compo

site links having a greater initial elastic stiffness than the exterior compOSite links.

(2) Composite links have a greater shear yield strength than bare steel links, with the inte

rior composite links in the EBF subassemblies having the largest shear yield strength.

The yield limit state for the composite links may be considered to be bounded by Vp

and Mp as for the bare steel links.

(3) After the initial shear yielding. the links exhibit a combined isotropic and kinematic

strain hardening. The isotropic hardening in composite links is less than that observed

for the bare steel links. However the stiffness of a fully plastic composite link is

greater than that of the corresponding bare steel link.

(4) The interior composite links of EBF subassemblies have a greater shear capacity than
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bare steel links.

(5) Most of the floor slab damage occurs in the vicinity of a link and the slip between the

steel beam and the concrete floor slab occurs largely at the link. The concrete strain in

the floor slab was found to be greatest. in the vicinity. of the link, increasing during

cyclic deformation as a result of cracking in the concrete. The composite action

deteriorated in the link under cyclic loading, and the positive moment capacity based

on full composite action generally was not developed. However, the end moments

developed in the composite links were larger than in bare steel links.

(6) With the same link deformation history the energy dissipation of a composite link is

greater than that of a bare steel link. The amount of energy dissipated by a link

depends on the link deformation history.

(7) Link web buckling results in the deterioration of the link's energy dissipation capacity.

Web buckling is reasonably well predicted by the plastic plate shear buckling theory

[7].

(8) Composite links develop less axial shortening than bare steel links. Composite links

located away from the edges of the floor slab are bener axially restrained by the floor

slab and consequently develop less axial shortening.

(9) The beam stiffness of the composite floor beam outside the link do not show significant

deterioration under cyclic loading. The composite beam stiffness under positive

moment is greater than that under negative moment, which in turn is greater than that

of the bare steel beam.

(10) Due to the elastic curvature of the floor beam outside the link, the maximum vertical

displacement of the floor slab occurs outside of the link above a floor beam.

(11) The outrigger effect depends on the beam spacing, mechanical properties of the floor

stab, and the torsional rigidity of the floor beams. The outrigger effect for the speci

mens used in these test was found to be minimal.

(12) The effective slab width based on experimentally determined stress distribution is a
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minimum at the link and increases along the floor beam outside the link. The calcu

lated effective slab width to provide an equivalent composite beam stiffness is less than

the calculated effective slab width based on stress distribution. For the initial cycles

before major slab damage occurs the AISC Specification [20) provides a reasonable

estimate of the effective slab width. However, the AlSC Specification effective slab

width for determining the stiffness of the composite floor beams outside the link results

in excessive stiffness.

(13) The floor slab is not as effective as transverse beams in providing lateral bracing at the

ends of a link for preventing lateral-torsional buckling of the beam.
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CHAPTER 5

ANALYSIS OF COMPOSITE FLOOR SYSTEMS IN EBFs

5.1. General

In order to assess the effect of the floor slab on the behavior of the floor beam in EBFs.

analyses were perfonned on composite floor systems of these structural systems. Both.an inte

rior and an exterior floor beam were analyzed. Consideration was given to the orthotropic

behavior of the floor slab and spacing of the adjacent floor beams, requiring several analysis.

The analyses of the EBF floor systems required applying concentrated forces to the models to

simulate vertical components of axial brace forces. Additional load patterns were also con

sidered /in order to determine the effect of spatial distribution of the loads applied to the floor

system. In these analyses the effective slab widths based on the obtained stress distribution

were determined. In addition, the effective moments of inertia of the composite floor beams

outside the link were also found. These values were then compared to the experimental results

and the AISC Specification [20]. The information on internal forces in the floor beams and

floor slabs made it possible to evaluate the contributions of each to the composite floor system.

To analyze the floor system, the floor slab was described using an orthotropic elastic

plane stress theory combined with an orthotropic thin elastic plate theory. The first one of

these theories was incorporated into the analysis by deriving a differential equation in terms of

a stress function for a plane orthotropic material. The second theory was included into the

analysis by considering a differential equation expressed in terms of transverse displacements

describing .the equilibrium of an orthotropic plate. The effect of in-plane forces on the floor

slabbehavior were considered not to have a significant effect on the stability of the floor sys

tem, and therefore were neglected in the equilibrium equation. The floor system's steel beams

were described by an elastic beam theory.

Solutions of the differential equations describing the behavior of the floor system were
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obtained by enforcing equilibrium and compatibility conditions between the floor beam and

slab together with the appropriate boundary conditions. The sttesses in the middle surface of

the floor slab were determined from a stress function while the internal forces in the floor slab

and the floor beam were found using transverse displacements.

5.2. Plane Stress Theory for an Orthotropic Material

The differential equation in terms of a stress function for an orthotropic material in the

state of plane stress can be derived by considering the compatibility equation of a thin mem-

brane in the x-y plane (Eq. 5.1), Hooke's law for an orthotropic material (Eqs. 5.2), and the

momentum balance equations for static equilibrium (Eqs. 5.3), leading to the following rela-

tions [60,61,68]. That is:

(5.1)

(5.2a)

Ey= (5.2b)

(5.3a)

(5.3b)

In the above set of equations £, 0, v, and E, respectively, represent strain, stress, Poisson's

ratio, and the elastic modulus. A single subscript x or y indicates the direction in which the

given quantity is acting. Double subscripts represent shear sttain and shear stress (e.g. 2£.ry

and O.ry) in the x-y plane. The terms X and Y in the momentum balance equations represent,

respectively, the body forces in the x and y-direction. The above compatibility equation is

applicable only for small deformations [61].

By noting that:
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(5.4)

where

2(1 +~)

and substituting Eqs. 5.2 and 5.4 into Eq. 5.1, one obtains:

(5.5)

Using Eqs. 5.3 (a) and 5.3 (b) for constant body forces, it can be shown [61]:

(5.6)

Therefore Eq. 5.5 can be written as:

Applying Betti's reciprocal theorem to a plane stress element results in the following:

(5.8)

where Oy" €.y, and ox" E:x , are stresses and strains corresponding to the two loading conditions

shown in Fig. 5.1. Substituting Hooke's Law Eqs. 5.2 into Eq. 5.8 leads to the following rela-

tion:

(5.9)

Substitution of Eq. 5.9 into Eq. 5.7 leads to the following simplified result:
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(
EX )0.5 ~ax + (flax + Ex (flay + (Ex )0.5 d

2
a.¥ = 0

E dX 2 ~.2 E dx 2 E ~.2y VJ Y Y VJ
(5.10)

The Airy's stress function tp(x ,y) satisfying the momentum balance equations with con-

stant body forces defines stresses as follows:

a = ~tp
x dy2

a = d2tp
y dx 2

a = ~tp
xy - dXdy

(5.11a)

(5.l1b)

(5.lIc)

On substituting these relations into Eg. 5.10 the following differential equation for an orthotro-

pic material in the state of plane stress is obtained:

(5.12)

5.3. Orthotropic Plate Theory

The govemoring differential equation for an orthotropic plate is readily available in the

literature [62,63], and is often referred to as the Huber equation. It reads as follows:

D ~w + 2H ~w + D d
4
w = ( )x 4 2 2 Y 4 qz X ,ydX dX dy dy

where H is called Huber's conslaDt, and

w = transverse displacement in the z-direction.

Dx = the flexural rigidity of the orthotropic plate associated with the x-direction,

Dy = the flexural rigidity of the orthotropic plate associated wilh the y-direction,

qz (x ,y) =distributed transverse surface load.

(5.13)

Assuming t.hat Huber's hypot.hesis for reinforced concrete slabs bolds [68], the torsional rigi-

dity Dxy can be approximated as:



4D.cy = 2(1 - ~)~DxDy

Since by using Betti's reciprocal theorem it can be shown that:

the Huber's constant can be written as:

2H = 2~DxDy

Taking advantage of this fact, the Huber equation can be rewritten in the following form:
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(5.14)

(5.15)

(5.16)

(5.17)

Once the displacement field is known which satisfies the Huber equation and the appropriate

boundary conditions, the internal forces of the orthotropic plate can be determined using the

followiIig relations [62]:

(5.18a)

(5.18b)

m =.ry (5.1&)

(5.18d)

(5.18e)

where mx ' my, m.cy' respectively, are the moment associated with the x-direction, the moment

associated with the y-direction, and the twisting moment associated with the x and y-directions

in the floor slab. The quantities qJC and qy' respectively, are the transverse shear forces associ-

ated with the x-direction and y'-direction.
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5.4. Composite Beam Models

Solutions of the govemoring differential equations (Eqs. 5.12 and 5.17) were sought

which would be suitable for the boundary conditions of composite floor beams to be analyzed.

K-braced EBFs which had composite interior and exterior floor beams were of particular

interest. The appropriate boundary conditions for these two cases are shown in Figs. 5.2 and

5.3. In both cases the floor beam and slab are simply s,upported at both ends and correspond

with the experimental setup described in Chapter 2. However, there are some differences

between the models and the experimental setup. For the interior beam model the floor slab

extends laterally in both directions to infinity, and in one direction for the exterior model, as

shown in Figs. 5.2 and 5.3. Moreover, the floor beam parallel to the exterior beam was not

included in the exteri'or floor beam analysis in order not to exceed the number of possible

boundary conditions which could be satisfied by the selected solution. Further, in order to

simplify the problem the overhanging, portion of the floor slab for the exterior floor beam

analysis was not included in the model. Finally, for both models the floor slab at both ends

were assumed to be simply supported.

It is believed that the above boundary conditions for the models should lead to reason

able results, since the floor slab in EBFs is wide in relation to the beam span length. Further

more, because of the dominate effect caused by the applied concentrated forces at both ends of

the link, the attenuation of deformations and internal forces in the floor slab should be local

ized. This phenomenon was verified both analytically and experimentally.

5.5. Solution Procedure

Being guided by the Levy method and a known rigorous solution for biharmonic equa

tions [62], solutions involving a series of harmonics with unknown coefficients were used to

solve the govemoring differential equations, Eqs. 5.12 and 5.17. The harmonic functions were

taken as:



4l(x,y)= f[:Allle-G,,~ +AII.ea,,~ +AIIJ'e-G,,~ +AII'yea.~ ]sinallx
11=1
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(5.19)

in which

w(x ,y) = oo[ 2qL
4

L Os (1 - cosn 7t) + BII,e-G,,'i..y + BII,e a.. 'i..y +
11=1 (n 7t) Dy

(5.20)

(XII =
n1t

L

In the solution of the Huber equation for the transverse displacements (Eq. 5.20) it was

assumed that a uniform surface gravity load of magnitude" qo acts on the floor slab.

The sine series used in Eqs. 5.19 and 5.20 satisfy the four boundary conditions at the

simple supports where x=O and x=L. However on noting Eq. 5.11c it can be seen that the

shear stress CJ.xy in the plane of the floor slab does not vanish at the ends of the floor slab and

thereby violates a boundary condition. Fortunately, previous research [64] has shown that

even without satisfying this boundary condition the solution based on Eq. 5.19 leads to reason-

able results which agree with experimental measurements of deflection and strain.

5.5.1. Solution for Interior Composite Beam Model

For the interior floor beam model the remaining boundary conditions shown in Fig. 5.2

were applied to Eqs. 5.19 and 5.20 to solve for the unknown coefficients. " Since a plane of

symmetry exists around y =0, only the region in the positive y-direction need be considered.

Further since at y::oo the solution must be bounded,
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An, = An. = 0

Bn, = Bn• = 0

Using Eq. 5.2b together with Eqs. 5.lla and 5.llb one obtains:

v = JEydy

= J[_l~ _2 d
2

lj> ]dy
Ey dx 2 Ex dy2

(5.2la)

(5.2lb)

(5.22)

Then applying the condition that v=O at y=O. a relationship between the unknown coefficients

An, and An,. is established:

A
An I = -An --j:

, an'"

where

Substituting these relations into Eq. 5.19, one obtains the required stress function:

(5.23)

(5.24)

Since the edge floor beams are at distances b away from the interior floor beam. the

vertical displacement w was set equal to zero at y =b. This is an approximation as these

beams are not completely rigid. However. since only the behavior of the slab in the proximity

of the link is of interest such an approximation appears to be satisfactory. Enforcing this con-

dition in Eq. 5.20 results in the following relationship between the unknown coefficients Bn I

(5.25)

Upon substituting Bn I into Eq. 5.20, the expression for the transverse displacement reads:

(5.26)
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where

To impose the equilibrium conditions between the floor beam and the slab, reference is

made to Fig. 5.4 which shows the free body diagram of an element of length dx at the interior

floor beam-slab juncture. Consideration of vertical equilibrium and moment equilibrium of the

free body and using the middle surface of the floor slab as a reference plane, results in the fol-

lowing relationships:

(5.27)

(5.28)

In Eq. 5.28 the higher order terms have been ignored. Differentiating Eq. 5.28 with respect to

x and combining the result with Eq. 5.27 leads [0 the following:

(5.29)

where

amy am.ry amyxs= --+--+--
dy ax ax

a2F ()2 00

., - -22rJOx dYax· ax 0

and,
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P (x) =distributed ttansverse load acting directly on the interior floor beam,

EI =flexural rigidity of the floor bearn,

S = transverse shear force per unit length acting on the y~face of the floor slab.

t = thickness of floor slab,

The distributed transverse load p (x) acting directly on the interior floor beam must be

expressed in terms of a Fourier series, considering only the harmonics associated with sinan x,

Le.,

where

00

p (x) = LPn sinanx
n=1

(5.30)

(5.31)

A concentrated force of P applied at a distance a from a support, as shown in Fig. 5.5, can be

expressed as a Fourier series by using a Dirac delta function, "i.e.,

P (x ) = P O(x - a ) (5.32)

where O(x - a) = the Dirac delta function for a unit concenlrated force applied at a positive

distance a from the origin of the x-axis. Upon employing this in Eq. 5.31 the amplitude of

each harmonic is determined, where for the n'h harmonic:

By substituting Eqs. 5.l1a, 5.24, and 5.26 into Eq. 5.29. the equilibrium condition at the

beam-slab inlerface, where y =0, leads to a relationship between the unknown coefficienls An)

Bn)[ a~ b A(Dx + El) - Dx Vya~ A2(2 + an Ah) +

2Dya;1.'(3 + a, Ab ) - ra; A(l + a, Ab )] -

[
4 D E ( a,,"Ab) D 4"12 a,,"Abqn an ( x + l) 1 - e + xVyall II. e -



where

2D a3A3e(l,,~ + 2ra3A.ea.~ ] +py n n n

= -An ,[2th a~ (A + 1) ]
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(5.33)

The condition of compatibility between the floor beam and the slab at the interior beam-

slab juncture was enforced assuming that plane sections remain plane. and that slip does not

occur between the two media. Therefore, the strain profile through the depth of the composite

floor beam is as shown in Fig. 5.6. As a result, the strain in the bottom flange of the floor

beam, E.b' can be written in terms of the strain, E.m , at the middle surface of the floor slab in

the x-direction, where:

[
a.5t + db-NA ]

E.m = - E.b
NA

(5.34)

in which NA is the location of the neutral axis in the floor beam, referenced from the bottom

flange. By simple beam theory E.b is equal to:

(5.35)

and,

(5.36)

The axial force in the interior floor beam, F, is equal to the corresponding stress ax integrated

over the slab's cross section. That is:

(5.37)

where ax is determined by differentiating the stress function per Eq. 5.lla. In Eq. 5.35 A

represents the cross-sectional area of the floor beam. Since E.m is equivalent to E.x • using Eq.
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5.2a together with Eqs. 5.lla, and 5.llb establishes a relationship for Em in terms of the stress

function c\>(x ,y). Then upon substituting Eqs. 5.35, 5.36, and 5.37 into Eq. 5.34 one obtains

the following:

(5.38)

A second expression relating the coefficients An, and Bn, evolves by substituting the expres-

sions for the stress function (Eq. 5.24) and transverse displacement (Eq. 5.26) into Eq. 5.38,

reading:

[
2t 'P ( ) ( 1 vY J 2nn

; ]= A -- 1 + A - An j: - + -'- ---
n, AE n ~ E E j:2 E

x y~ x

(5.39)

The unknown coefficients An, and Bn, can be determined for each harmonic from Eqs.

5.33 and 5.39. The results can then be summed to obtain a solution for the stress function and

the transverse displacement per Eqs. 5.24 and 5.26.

Note that in Eq. 5.39 the value of 'P is unknown until the location of the neutral axis is

established. In this investigation an iterative technique was employed by first assuming a loca-

tion for the neutral axis, leading to initial solutions for the stress function and transverse dis-

placement. The location of the neutral axis was then calculated based on the initial solutions,

given as:

NA' = (5.40)

in which €, is the strain at the top flange of the floor beam where:

€ = l.-[F _ Mbdb ]
, E A 2/

If the new location for the neutral axis showed a significant change compared to the assumed
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value. then the solutions for the stress function and transverse displacement were recomputed

using the new location of the neutral axis. The location of the neutral axis was then again

computed and checked with the previous value. This· process was repeated until the location

of the neutral axis was within a specified tolerance.

The number of hannonics used in the analyses was determined by beginning with a few.

and then increasing this number until no significant change occurred in the final results.

It should be pointed out that in solving the govemoring differential equations. the condi

tion of zero slope in the y-direction of the interior floor slab above the floor beam was not

enforced. That is:

[ dW ] '* 0
cry y=O

(5.4])

This implies lhat there is a discontinuity in the slope of the interior floor slab above the floor

beam, as shown in Fig. 5.7(a). In experiments it was observed that similar cracks have

appeared in the floor slab directly above lhe link: of the floor beam, extending along the beam

in the x-direction. This crack developed at about the same time when the initial yielding

occurred in the link:. Therefore, in the floor slab of an interior EBF the above condition is

likely to develop to some degree. and it is believed that the obtained analyses should give rea

sonable results. These results indicate that the slope of the floor slab in the y-direction above

the interior floor beam was small in comparison to the slope in the x-direction for typical

span-widlh ratios of b /L = 0.40 to 1.0. Furthermore. a comparison with solutions where the

slope in the y-direction was zero showed no significant difference in the results for the same

ratios of b/L.

5.5.2. Solution for Exterior Composite Beam Model

The boundary conditions for an exterior composite floor beam were shown previously in

Fig. 5.3. Since the floor slab is assumed to extend to infinity in the positive y-direction and

the solution must be bounded, the following must hold:
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(5.42a)

(5.42b)

With all of the simple support end conditions being satisfied by Eqs. 5.19 and 5.20, except for

the shear stress being equal to zero, the remaining four available boundary conditions in Fig.

5.3 were applied to these equations to solve for the unknown coefficients. These foW" boun-

dary conditions are sufficient for the solution of Eqs. 5.19 and 5.20.

One of these available foW" boundary conditions shown in Fig. 5.3 states that O'y =0 at y

=O. Therefore,

A = 0III

and the stress function for the exterior floor beam can be written as:

C\!(x ,y) = f,An,Ye -a"E,y sinCLIIX
11=1

(5.43 )

(5.44)

Enforcing the second boundary condition my = 0 at y = 0 results in the following relationship

between the unknown coefficients BII , and BII ,:

(5.45)

where

2qo L 4

qll = 5 (l - cosn 7t)
(n 7t) Dy

Therefore, the transverse displacement field w (x ,y) can be rewritten as:

~ [( VxCL
n

-a,,)., Jw (x ,y) = ~ qll 1 - ----v:-ye· Y +

(5.46)

The equilibrium conditions between the floor slab and the exterior floor beam are formu-
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late<! on the basis of the free body diagram shown in Fig. 5.8. Since the floor slab is only to

one side of the exterior floor beam, the transverse shear S and the torsional moment mxy act

on the beam as shown in the figure. Using the middle surface of the floor slab as a reference,

the vertical equilibrium and moment equilibrium for an element are:

(5.47)

(5.48)
aMs aMb amxy aF
-- + -- + -- - Q - Qb + h- = 0ax ax dy s ax

In Eq. 5.48 the higher order terms have been neglected. Differentiating Eq. 5.48 with respect

to x and combining the result with Eq. 5.47 leads to the following relationship:

(5.49)

where for the exterior composite floor beam model:.

(5.50)

The remaining terms in Eq. 5.49 were defined previously for the interior composite floor beam

model, Eq. 5.29. By imposing the equilibrium requirements at the beam-slab interface, the fol-

lowing relationships between the unknown coefficients All] and Bill apply:

B,,[D,a; A' (ma, A-a" A+ v,a; - 2Qv,a, ) - a: (D, + Ef ) +

ra;A(a" - Q) + O.5a:v" (r - D, v, ) ] +

q, [ sa;A(W,v,a,A - 3D,A' + r ) - a: (D, + Ef ) + O.5a:v, (r - Dyv, ) ] + p,

(5.51)
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where

2

~ .... -

--~.....

The compatibility condition between the exterior floor beam and slab is the same as for

the interior composite floor beam model, and Eqs. 5.34 to 5.36 apply here as well. however.

the axial force in the exterior floor beam F should be defined as

(5.52)

On following the same procedure that was used in deriving Eq. 5.38. using Eq. 5.52 for the

exterior floor one has

_1 (}241 _ ~ a241 = 'II [!.- J"".hd _ Edb a2w]
Ex dy 2 Ey ax 2 E A 0 dy 2 Y 2 ax 2

(5.53)

Upon substituting Eqs. 5.44 and 5.46 into the above equation a second relationship between

the unknown coefficients An, and Bn, is obtained. reading:

[
2 db ] 2 db [ 'lit 2an ~ ]B 'Pu - + q 'Pu - = A - - --

n, n 2 n n 2 n, AE E
x

(5.54)

The two unknown coefficients Bn, and An, were determined by the same iterative pro-

cedure that was used for the interior composite floor beam model. except that in the present

case Bn, and An, were determined using Eqs. 5.51 and 5.54.

5.6. Analysis of Composite Floor Slabs

Solutions were obtained for the interior and exterior composite floor beam models by

programming on a computer the relevant equations for the two unknown coefficients, and then

summing the required number of harmonics. During the iterative process the convergence to a
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solution was considered to be satisfactory when the change in the location of the neutral axis

between cycles changed by less than 0.01 in. It was found that the number of harmonics.

N max' needed to obtain an accurate solution depended on the type of loading. Two concen-

trated loads simulating the vertical components of axial brace forces in an EBF required the

largest number of N max' For such cases N max was 31.

Altogether. three sets of analyses were performed for both the interior and the exterior

composite floor beam models. The first set of these analyses involved modeling the beams use

in the experiments. The properties of these beams were based on measured values, Tables 2.3

and 2.7. The onhotropic properties of the floor slab in the models were based on the average

of the measured values obtained from the small slab tests listed in Table 2.8. The average

values of Dx and Dr respectively. were equal to 2806 k-in2/in and 9109 k-in2/in. Therefore,

the extent of slab ortholTopy was taken to be

1
3.25

(5.55)

For consistency it was also assumed that

4 Ex 1
~=-==-

Ey 3.25
(5.56)

The average measured value of 3332 ksi was used for the elastic modulus Ey for the specimen

cured conditions listed in Table 2.4. For the floor slab in the x-direction an effective slab

thickness t was used which provided the required flexural rigidity D.c. The effective slab

thickness was based on the following relation [68]:

(5.57)

The value for Vx was calculated using Eq. 5.15. with vy assumed to be 0.20; Ex fol

lowed from Eq. 5.56 knowing Ey . Based on these material properties. the effective slab thick-

ness was determined to be 3.2 in.
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The second set of analyses was the same as the first set except that an isotropic floor slab

was assumed. The slab properties associated with the y-direction of the orthotropic slab in the

first set of analyses were used in both directions. The elastic modulus and the flexural rigidity

were therefore equal to 3332 ksi and 9109 k-in2/in, with Vx and vy assumed to be 0.20. The

floor slab's thickness was determined by Eq. 5.57 and was again found to be approximately

3.2 in.

The third set of analyses involved modeling a composite floor system consisting of a

Wl8 x 40 steel beam and an orthotropic slab. The floor beam corresponded to the Tsukuba

prototype first floor beam [17]. The orthotropic plate parameters ~ and A. as well as the moduli

Ex and Ey were taken to be the same as in the first set of analyses. An effective slab thick

ness t equal to 4.8 in. was used. This was determined by scaling the value of t used in the

previous analyses by a three halves factor. The flexural rigidities Dx and Dy were obtained

from Eqs. 5.57 and 5.55, with a vy of 0.20 and Vx found from Eq. 5.9. As a result, the values

for Dx and Dr respectively, were equal to 9566 k-in2/in and 31090 k-in2/in.

In each set of analyses the spacing of the adjacent floor beams relative to their length

was varied for the interior floor beam model, whereas for the exterior floor beam model only

the length of the beam was varied. Concentrated forces at the ends of the link were applied to

the· models in each set of analyses to simulate the loading conditions of the floor beams in

EBFs. Additional load cases for the first two sets of analyses were analyzed, which included

gravity load, a line load applied to the floor beam, and a concentrated load applied at midspan

of the beam.

5.7. Results of Analysis of Composite Floor Slabs

5.7.1. Verification of Formulations

An exterior composite link in the K-braced EBF subassembly was analyzed using the

exterior floor beam model by applying at each end of the link concentrated forces to cause ini

tial link yielding. The floor beam modeled was similar to Specimen AI tested in the
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experiments. The resulting vertical displacements of the floor system are shown in Figs. 5.9

and 5.10. These results correspond to a link deformation y of approximately 0.006 rad. Meas

ured values of floor deflections were not available at this deformation, however, Figs. 4.26 and

4.27 show the earliest recorded values for Specimen AI, which were measured at a y of 0.01

rad. A comparison between the results of analysis and measured values indicates that both

have a similar displacement pattern with maximum displacements occurring beyond the ends

of the link. In Fig. 4.27 the measured relative displacement between the maximum and

minimum transverse displacement contours, ~r' is 0.28 in., while the calculated result in Fig.

5.10 indicates a displacement of 0.16 in. This discrepancy is to be expected since at a y of

0.01 rad. yielding of Specimen Al had already occurred, whereas the model was assumed to

remain elastic. By linear extrapolation to a y of 0.007 rad. the value of ~r at yielding of

Specimen Al was estimated to be approximately 0.20 in. This compares reasonably well with

the model results.

Plots of calculated stresses 0'x in the floor slab are shown in Figs. 5.11 and 5.12. These

results indicate that the largest stress O'x develops near the ends of the link at the concentrated

forces. It was interesting to note that initial cracking of the floor slab in Specimen Al had

developed near these locations.

In Fig. 5.13 the calculated strains €x at the top of the floor slab are compared with the

measured values for Specimen Al during Cycle 1 at a yof -0.02 rad. In general, the calcu

lated quantities agree reasonably well with measured ones. The analysis correctly predicts

larger values of €x in sections t!tat are closer to the link. The location of the neutral axis

along the beam, referenced from the bottom beam flange, is shown in Fig. 5.14. The analysis

shows thaI the location of the neutral axis varies along the span, reaching a minimum at the

link. This result agrees with the experimental findings.

Analytically determined vertical displacements of the floor slab for the interior floor

beam are shown in Figs. 5.15 and 5.16. These displacements are for equally applied forces of

110 kips at the ends of the link. No vertical displacements of the floor slab were made for the
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corresponding test specimen (Specimen B1). However, the results appear to be reasonable.

The calculated !i., of 0.14 in. for this interior floor beam model is 88 percent of that which

developed in the exterior floor beam model. The calculated stresses ax for this case are shown

in Figs. 5.17 and 5.18. Their trend is similar to those for the exterior beam, and as before the

largest magnitudes of stress develop at the ends of the link.

In Fig. 5.19 the strains £x on top of the slab for the interior floor beam model are com-

pared to the measured values for Specimen B1 during Cycle 1 at a y of -0.02 rad. The calcu-

lated resulls shown in Fig. 5.19 compare reasonably well with the measured values. In all

cases larger values of E:x develop in sections that are closer to the end of the link. Based on

the analytical and experimental results shown in Fig. 5.20, the location of the .neutral axis

before yielding occurs compares very favorably.

5.7.2. Effective Slab Width

From the analyses the effective slab width beir was determined based on results for stress

distribution. In calculations. the stress ax at the middle surface of the slab was used resulting

in the following expression for a section at x:

b o eff- (5.58)

For consistency with the adopted analytical model, the limits of integration for the exterior

composite floor beam model are from zero to 00. while for the interior composite floor beam

model these limits are ±ca. However in designing a composite beam, consideration must be

given to the adjacent floor beams sharing the applied vertical load. Therefore, be'lJ should not

exceed the width of b for an interior composite beam and 0.5b plus an exterior overhang for

an exterior composite beam.

Analytical and experimental results for beft are shown in Figs. 5.21 and 5.22 for the exte

rior and interior composite floor beams (Specimens Al and B1). The effective slab width



according to the AISC Specification is also shown in these figures. The recommended max

imum values of beir limited by the spacing of the adjacent beams are also indicated. In order

to be consistent with the analytical model, the contribution of the overhang was removed when

determining beir for the exterior beam, Specimen AI. Both theoretical analyses show that beir

are minimum at the links. -The overall comparisons given in Figs. 5.21 and 5.22 show that the

analytical and experimental results develop the same trend. The recommended values of iJeir

by the AISC Specification differ from those indicated by the analytical results. Compared to

the AISC Specification, the analysis results indicate a smaller value of beir in the link.

The effect of slab orthotropy as well as loading conditions were studied by analyzing

interior composite floor beam models with orthotropic and isotropic floor slabs for different

loading conditions. The floor beam was a Wl2 x 19 section while the slab had a 3.2 in.

effective thickness. The loading conditions included the effect of EBF brace force simulation,

a concentrated load at midspan, a uniform load p (x) applied directly to the floor beam over

half of the span length, and a uniform dead load acting on the floor slab. The variation of beir

for these cases is shown in Figs. 5.23 to 5.26. These resulls indicate that beir varies for

different load conditions and the degree of slab orthotropy. In a study simulating the loading

conditions in the test specimen (Fig. 5.23), a minimum bJr occurs at the link. However, for

the case involving a uniform dead load (Fig. 5.26), b:Jt has a maximum value in the region of

large moment. In all cases somewhat larger values of b:Jt occur for orthotropic slabs com

pared to the isotropic ones.

The variation ofbeir for an interior composite beam as a function of b/L is shown in

Fig. 5.27. These results are from three sets of analyses and include b:Jt at the end of the link,

and at one-quarter of the length L" from the support. As shown in Fig. 5.27, L" is the dis

tance between a link and a support. The different analyses are ide~llified in the figure by their

floor slab and beam sizes. In figure 5.27 b/Jr has been normalized with respect to the beam
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spacing b, and its upper limit bas been set to b. These results show lhat in all cases b,/ft .

decreases with larger ratios of b/L. The value of b/lt is less at lhe end of the link compared

to that outside the link. Orthotropic slabs, where Dy is greater then Dx • have greater effective

widths compared to the corresponding isotropic floor slabs. Therefore it appears that by

increasing the floor slab flexural rigidity in lhe direction of the adjacent floor beam relative to

the flexural rigidity in the longitudinal direction of the floor beam has the same effect as

decreasing the beam spacing of floor beams wilh an isotropic floor slab. At lhe ends of a link

beft by analysis is greater for the prototype floor beam (WI8 x 40 section with a t=4.8 in.)

than for the test specimens (W 12 x 19 section with a t=3.2 in.). Analyses shows lhat at the

ends of a link beft is less than by the AISC Specification [20]. The degree of overestimation

of beft by the AISC Specification at the end of the link increases for the smaller ratios of b/L .

Towards the supports the AISC Specification predicts a smaller value of beft compared to the

analysis results.

The variation of beft for an exterior composite beam as a function of beam span L is

shown in Fig. 5.28 for three sets of analyses. These results show that beft decreases as the

span length decreases. Furthennore, beft is less at the end of a link compared to that outside a

link. As for the interior composite beam, the exterior beams with isotropic floor slabs appear

to have smaller values of beft compared to the corresponding composite beams with orthotro

pic floor slabs. The AISC Specification predicts a larger bJr at lhe end of a link compared to

the analyses. Towards the supports, b/lt from the analyses is greater then that given by the

AISC Specification.

5.7.3. Effective Moment of Inertia

An effective moment of inertia Jeff of the composite beam was determined analytically

from the rotation of the beam outside the link. First the beam rotation 0 ch from the chord
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was determined. see Fig. 4.58. This rotation was then equated to an elastic solution for end

rotation of a simply supported beam subjected to an end moment. On this basis:

ML*
leff = 3E8ch

where M is the moment at the end of a composite beam of length L * .

(5.59)

The variation of leff for the interior composite beam as a function of b IL is shown in

Fig. 5.29. In this figure I eff bas been normalized with respect to the moment of inertia of a

bare beam, I. The results show a similar trend as that for the b/lt, where leff increases as the

ratio of blL decreases. However,leff for the composite beams with an isotropic floor slab are

greater than those for the orthotropic floor slabs. The average experimental value for leff is

shown to be somewhat greater then the analysis results. The AISC Specification [20] gives a

greater value for the effective slab width than the analytical prediction if calculations are based

on the span length L. However, a bener agreement is achieved if the AISCeffective slab

width is based on the length L * outside the link. Nevertheless, Jeff is overestimated by the

AISC Specification compared to the results of the orthotropic analyses, where this difference

becomes more pronounced for smaller ratios of biL.

A similar graph as above of the variation of leff for the exterior composite beam is

presented in Fig. 5.30. As in the analysis of the interior composite beams, the computed

results shown in Fig. 5.30 indicate that values of belr are greater for isotropic floor slabs than

those for the orthotropic ones. Furthermore, leff decreases as the span length L * decreases.

The average experimental value of Jeff for the exterior specimens agrees reasonably well with

the results of the analysis. For this case the AISC Code provides better agreement than before,

particularly if the length L * is used.

5.7.4. Distribution of Internal Forces

Axial force, moment and shear forces for the slab and beam were determined along the

beam using the analysis results for transverse displacements and the stress function. This was
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carried out for both for the interior and exterior K-braced EBF subassemblies. In this study

concentrated forces of equal magnitude were applied at the ends of the links. The axial force.

F. was determined using either Eq. 5.37 or 5.52. depending on whether the beam was interior

or exterior. The moment M b in the beam was found first using Eq. 5.36. 'nle floor slab

moment M s was then obtained by subtracting M b and the force couple F·h from the total

moment M which was determined from statics. The shear force Qb in the beam was found by

considering the moment equilibrium of a free-body of the member shown in Fig. 5.31.

Whence on suppressing the higher order terms,

(5.60)

where

aMb "'""w_EI_rr_
~= ax 3

a 00 ()2<jl
2t-f-dYax 0 ()y2

aFa;=

(Interior Beam)

(Exterior Beam)

The shear force Qb resisted by the slab was determined by subtracting Qb from the total shear

force V obtained from statics.

The internal distribution of forces along the beam are plotted in Figs. 5.32 to 5.37. The

analysis results for both the interior and exterior composite beams show that the axial force
,

varies along the span, reaching a maximum j\jst beyond the link ends. As can be seen from

Figs. 5.33 and 5.36. the contribution of the floor slab in resisting the shear appears to be

greater in the link region than outside the link. The contribution of M s to the total moment M

is small relative to both the beam moment M b and the force couple F ·h .

A summary of the internal force distribution in the steel section and the floor slab at the

end of the link is given in Fig. 5.38. In the link, where the maximum shear force develops.
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the steel section resists 88 percent of the total shear force for the interior composite beam and

92 percent of the total shear for the exterior composite beam. At the ends of the link where

the maximum moment develops, 56 percent of the total moment for the interior composite

beam and 67 percent of the total moment for the exterior composite beam is resisted by the

steel section. The maximum axial force developed outside the link for the interior composite

beam was 22 percent of-the yield force Fy of a A36 steel W12 x 19 section. As a result, the

force couple at the ends of the composite link accounted for approximately 43 percent of the

total moment. Inside the link the maximwn value of F was 0.15Fy for the interior composite

beam. The exterior composite steel beam develops a maximum F of 0.17Fy outside the link

and O.l1Fy in the link. Consequently, the force couple at the end of the link accounted for

approximately 32 percent of the total moment. It can be noted that M s does not offer much of

a contribution to the total moment in neither the interior nor exterior composite beam. M s is

approximately one percent of the total moment developed at the ends of the links. Hence, the

force couple developed by composite action is the main contributor to the increase in the total

moment.

5.8. Conclusions

Based on the analyses of the interior and exterior composite floor beams, the following

conclusions can be noted:

(l) Compared with experimental data the analyses were able to predict reasonably well the

transverse displacements, IQngitudinal strain in the floor slab, and variation in the loca

tion of the neutral axis along the beam during the initial cycles of loading.

(2) The effective slab width based on stress distribution depends on beam spacing, loading

conditions, beam span, and orthotropic properties of the slab.

(3) The effective slab width based on stress distribution for composite beams in EBFs varies

along the span of the floor beam, where it is a minimum at "the ends of the links. This

conclusion is corroborated by experimental results.
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(4) The use of the effective slab width based on the AISC Specification [20] results in an

overestimation of the effective moment of inenia of the composite beam stiffness outside

the link. The effective slab width determined using the AISC Specification is greater in

the link region compared to the analytical results, outside the link the situation is

reversed.

(5) The floor slab and beam both contribute to the resistance of the applied loads. The force

couple provides the largest contribution to the increase in the composite section's capa

city. The elastic shear force resisted by the floor slab at the link is from 8 to 12 percent

of the total shear force. Floor slabs above an interior link offer larger contributions to

the applied shear than the exterior links.
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SPECIMEN EBF PANEL ZONE
LINK

NUMBER a OEFORMAnON
NO. TYPE a

-
PANELS (in) l,., HISTORY

(I) [2) [3) [4) [5) [6)

AI Composite, Exterior K-braced 3 6.33 25.0 Random Pulses + Cyclic Sym.

·A2 Composite, Exterior V-braced 6 3.17 12.5 Cyclically Symmetric

BI Composite, Interior K-brac:ed 3 6.33 25.0 Cyclically Symmetric

B2 Composite, Interior V-braced 3 6.33 25.0 Cyclically Symmetric

CI Composite, Exterior K·brac:ed 3 6.33 25.0 Taft E.Q. + Cyclic Sym.

C2 Composite, Exterior V-braced 3 6.33 25.0 Sym. Pulse + Cyclic Sym.

01 Bare Steel, K-brac:ed 3 6.33 25.0 Cyclically Symmetric

02 Bare Steel, K-brac:ed 3 6.33 25.0 Cyclically SymmetTlc

Table 2.1 Specimen Indentification and Link Deformation History.

bf
Aw S Z e Min,

Section
d- -

2~ l,., (in2) (in3) (in3) (in) (k-in)

[I] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8]

(a) WI8x40 5.7 56.8 5.31 68.4 78.4 28 9751

2
5.7 56.8 2.36 20.3 23.2 18.7 2889(b) 3" Scale Model

(c) W12x'19 5.7 51.7 2.69 21.3 24.7 19 3119

Table 2.2 Section Properties for (a) Prototype, (b) Two Thirds Scale Model of Prototype, and (c)

Specimen.



Coupon E E.h E u .1% Gy Gu

Location (ksi) (in/in) (in/in) (%) (ksi) (ksi)

[1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7]

Web 28734 0.036 0.175 20.1 54.3 66.4

Flange 28831 0.032 0.247 25.8 45.1 62.1

Table 2.3 Steel Section Material Properties.

Cylinder Curing Condition Young's Modulus

(ksi)

[1] [2] [3]

1 specimen 3346

2 specimen 3317

3 fog room 3694

4 fog room 3510

Table 2.4 Young's Modulus of Concrete at 28 Days.

E Eu .1% Gu Area
Coupon

(ksi) (Win) (%) (ksi) (in2)

[1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6]

1 29914 0.0135 6.9 102.5 0.0452

2 27345 0.0167 7.6 97.7 0.0452

3 28035 0.0167 6.9 98.2 0.0452

Table 2.5 Material Properties and Cross Sectional Area of Wire Reinforcement.

G (ksi)
M" ~

Mini M eXI b"YP P u u

Web Flange (kips) (k-in) (k·in) (k-in) (k-in) (in)

[1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8]

54.3 45.1 93.2 700 1192 2259 2185 15.0

49.7 (average) 85.3 772 1231 2272 2194 18.1

Table 2.6 Plastic Section Properties of Specimen.
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bf It d tw I Z A A.,..cb
Section

(in4 ) (in4
) (in2) (in2 )(in) (in) (in) (in)

[1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9]

Specimen 4.0 0.354 12.06 0.254 128.1 24.8 5.72 2.88

W12x19 4.005 0.350 12.16 0.235 130.0 24.7 5.57 2.69

Table 2.7 Steel Section Properties.

EI Mer Mu
Specimen Setup

(k-in2/in) (k-inlft) (k-inlft)

[ 1 ] [ 2 ] [ 3 ] [ 4 ] [ 5 ]

Slab 1
Positive Moment,

8909 32.8 32.8
Perpendicular to Rib

Slab 2
Negative Moment,

9309 11.8 38.6
Perpendicular to Rib

Slab 3
Positive Moment,

2712 2.3 5.5
Parallel to Rib

Slab 4
Negative Moment,

2900 7.8 11.9
Parallel to Rib

Table 2.8 Properties of Floor Slab.



Specimen Elastic Stiffness - KO Normalized Elastic Stiffness - .£
K~l

(kip/in)
[1) (2) (3)

Al 706 1.24

Bl 859 1.51

Cl 707 1.24

Dl 569 1.0

Table 4.1 Pseudo-Elastic Link Stiffness, Links in K-Braced EBF Subassemblies.

--

Normalized Elastic Stiffness - .£Specimen Elastic Stiffness - KO
K~

(kip/in)
[1) [2) [3]

A2 747 1.07

B2 812 1.17

C2 744 1.06

D2 698 1.0

Table 4.2 Pseudo-Elastic Link Stiffness, Links in V-Braced EBF Subassemblies.
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Specimen Vy My ~ Vy My

VBo= Vp ~y
(kips) (kip-in)

[I) [2) [3) [4) [5) [6)

Al 88.1 975 1.03 0.94 0.82

A2 87.0 1021 1.07 0.93 0.86

BI 100.1 1154 1.17 1.07 0.97

B2 94.7 1182 1.16 1.01 0.99

CI 86.9 965 1.02 0.93 0.81

C2 85.9 914 1.06 0.92 0.77

01 85.3 1170 1.0 0.92 0.98

02 81.4 1111 1.0 0.87 0.93

Table 4.3 Forces in Links at Initial Web Yielding.

Specimen VrnOJ<
VrnOJ< VrnOJ<
-- --

Vy VBore
max

(kips)
[I) [2) [3) [4)

Al 127.2 1.44 1.08

A2 133.2 1.53 1.13

BI 129.2 1.29 1.10

B2 130.7 1.38 1.11

CI 118.0 1.36 1.01

C2 120.0 1.40 1.02

01 117.5 1.38 1.0

D2 117.7 1.44 1.0

Table 4.4 Maximum Shear Force Developed in Links.

.......
N
N



Specimen M:,u M;;.u
M:'u M;;;u M:'... M;;;...
-- -- -- --
~ ~ M~h M~h

(kip-in) (kip~in)

[1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7]

Al 1333 1534 1.12 1.29 0.61 0.70

Bl 1369 1315 1.15 1.10 0.61 0.58

Cl 1644 1425 1.38 1.19 0.75 0.65

Dl 1323 1274 1.11 1.07 0.61 0.58

Table 4.5 Maximum End Moments Developed in Links, K-Braced EBF.
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M!m8Jl M-mu M~m8Jl Miimu M!mu M-m"" Mimu Miimu
Specimen M!mu M-mu M~m8Jl Miimu A A-- -- -- -- -- -- -- --A M., M., M., M., M~h M~11 M~1t M~1t

(kip-in) (kip-in) (kip-in) (kip-in)
[1) [2) [3) [4) [5) [6) (7) [8) [9) [ 10) [ Il) [121 [13)

A2 1417 1609 918 1167 1.19 1.35 0.77 0.98 0.65 0.74 0.42 0.53

B2 1500 1466 1466 1140 1.26 1.23 1.23 0.96 0.66 0.65 0.65 0.50

C2 1358 1274 966 1200 1.14 1.07 0.81 1.01 0.62 0.58 0.44 0.55

D2 1377 1295 986 842 1.16 1.08 0.83 0.71 0.64 0.59 0.44 0.37

Table 4.6 Maximum End Moments Developed in Links, V-Braced EBF.
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Compression Tension

[ pm" ] [~: ] [ pm" ]Specimen
pBare p~:,: AVOm" Pmax

[1] [2] [3] [4]

Al 1.09 1.10 1.09

Bl 1.13 1.14 1.14

Cl 1.01 1.11 1.06

01 1.0 1.0 1.0

Table 4.7 Maximum Jack Forces of Specimens Relative to Bare Steel Specimen, K-Braced EBF

Subassemblies.

Compression Tension

End A End B End A End B

Specimen [ pm" ] [ pm" ] [ pm" ] [P::] [~;LP~~ pBare P~~max Pm..

[I] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6]

A2 1.15 1.11 1.17 1.12 1.14

B2 1.07 1.11 1.08 1.11 1.09

C2 0.99 1.01 1.01 1.07 1.02

02 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

Table 4.8 Maximum Jack Forces of Specimens Relative to Bare Steel Specimen, V-Braced EBF

Subassemblies.
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Specimen
E~ E"
- -
E. E.

[1] [2] [3]

Al 132.5 44.9

BI 213.5 43.2

B2 264.9 43.2

CI 363.4 41.8

C2 304.4 39.5

Dl 177.4 32.4

D2 264.0 48.9

Specimen Yb
(radians)

[ I] [2]

Al 0.150

Bl 0.129

B2 0.133

Cl 0.131

C2 0.130

Dl 0.138

D2 0.145

Table 4.9 Energy Dissipated at Web Buckling. Table 4.10 Measured Link Deformation Yb at
Web Buckling.

Positive Moment Negative Moment

I;ff
b~ff

I;ff
b~ff AISC b.ffSpecimen - -

I I
(in) (in) (in)

[I] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6]

Exterior Beam 1.75 5.9 1.28 2.2 20

Interior Beam 2.57 17.4 1.28 2.2 48

Table 4.11 Effective Moment of Inenia and Slab Width for Composite Test Beam Outside the

Link.
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(0) ( b) (c) (d)

, Fig. 1.6 Eccentric Braced Frame With Alternative Arrangement of Braces [5].
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Fig. 2.9 Longitudinal Section Through Ribbed Concrete Floor Slab.
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Fig. 2.27 Clip Gages to Measure Longitudinal Strain on Floor Slab Surfaces.
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Fig. 3.4 Photos of Specimen D 1 During Test.
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Fig. 3.4 Photos of Specimen D 1 During Test.
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Fig. 3.7 Moment-Deformation Relationships for Link, Specimen D2.
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Fig. 3.8 Photos of Specimen 02 During Test.
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Fig. 3.8 Photos of Specimen 02 During Test.
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Fig. 3.9 Shear-Deformation Relationship for Link, Specimen Ai.
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Fig. 3.11 Photos of Specimen A 1 During Test.
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Fig. 3.12 Photos of Floor Damage After Completion of Test, Specimen AI.
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Fig. 3.13 Shear-Deformation Relationship for Link, Specimen A2.
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Fig. 3.14 Moment-Deformation Relationships for Link, Specimen A2.
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(c) Cycle 7, at 'Y = 0.08 rad.

(d) Cycle 8, at 'Y = 0.10 rad.

Fig. 3.15 Photos of Specimen A2 During Test.
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Fig. 3.16 Photos of Floor Damage During Cycle 8 With 'Y = ± 0.10 rad.,
Specimen A2
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Fig. 3.17 Photos of Floor Damage After Completion of Test, Specimen A2.
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Fig. 3.18 Shear-Deformation Relationship for Link, Specimen B1. .
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Fig. 3.19 Moment-Deformation Relationships for Link, Specimen B I.
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(c) Cycle 6, at "Y = -0.07 rad.

(d) Cycle 7, at "Y = 0.08 rad.

Fig. 3.20 Photos of Specimen B1 During Test.
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Fig. 3.22 Shear-Deformation Relationship for link, Specimen_ B2.
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Fig. 3.23 Moment-Deformation Relationships for Link, Specimen B2.
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(a) Cycle 1, at T = 0.02 rad.
(------ - ~---------

! Reproduced from
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(b) Cycle 4, at T = -0.06 rad.

Fig. 3.24 Photos of Specimen B2 During Test.



(c) Cycle 7, at 'Y = 0.08 rad.
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(d) Cycle 8, at 'Y = 0.10 rad.

Fig. 3.24 Photos of Specimen B2 During Test.
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Fig. 3.25 Photos of Floor Slab Damage After Test, Specimen B2.
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Fig. 3.27 Shear-Deformation Relationship of Link During Scaled Taft Earthquake, Specimen C 1.
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Fig. 3.29 Moment-Deformation Relationships for Complete Test of Link, Specimen C I.
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(a) At t = 3.37 seconds, l' = -0.012 rad.

(b) At t = 7.03 seconds, l' = 0.044 rad.

Fig. 3.30 Photos of Link During Scaled Taft Earthquake Simulation, Specimen Cl.
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(c) At t = 13.14 seconds, 'Y = -0.027 rad.
Reproduced trom------ 'I
best available copy.

-------- -----'

(d) At t = 14.16 seconds, 'Y = -0.06 rad.

Fig. 3.30 Photos of Link During Scaled Taft Earthquake Simulation, Specimen C 1.
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(a) General View of Test Beam and Floor Slab

(b) Floor Slab Above the Link

Fig. 3.31 Photos of Floor Damage at the End of Scaled Taft Earthquake Simulation,
Specimen C 1.
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Fig. 3.32 Photos of Specimen C I During Tests I, 2, and 3.



(a) General View of Test Beam and Floor Slab
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Fig. 3.33 Photos of Floor Damage at the End of Test 3, Specimen C I.
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Fig. 3.34 Shear-Deformation Relationship for Link, Specimen C2.
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Fig. 3.35 Moment-Deformation Relationships for Link. Specimen C2.
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(b) Cycle 5, at l' '" -0.06 fad.

Fig. 3.36 Photos of Specimen C2 During Test.
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Fig. 3.36 Photos of Specimen C2 During Test.
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Fig. 4.3 Shear-Deformation Relationship, Comparing Composite Links and Bare Steel
Link (Specimen D2) of V-Braced ,EBF Subassembly.
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Fig. 4.21 Normalized Dissipated Energy-Cumulative Link Ductility Relationship
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Fig. 4.25 Defining Maximum Link Deformation "Yu [7].
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Fig. 4.26 Exaggerated Displaced Shape of Floor Slab During Cycle I at l' = 0.0 I rad., Specimen A I.
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Fig. 4.28 Exaggerated Displaced Shape of Floor Slab During Cycle 5 at l' = -0.06 rad., Specimen A I.
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Fig. 5.1 Application of Betti's Reciprocal Theorem to Plane Stress Conditions.
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Fig. 5.3 Boundary Conditions for an Exterior Composite Beam With Simple End Supports.
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Fig. 5.4 Free Body Diagram at the Beam-Floor Slab Juncture for an Interior
Composite Beam Model.
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Fig. 5.6 Curvature at Beam-Slab Juncture.
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Fig. 5.8 Free Body Diagram at the Beam-Floor Slab Juncture for an Exterior
Composite Beam Model.
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Fig. 5.11 Exaggerated Floor Slab Normal Stress (1;( for Exterior Composite Beam Model

of Specimen A1 at Initial Yielding.
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Fig. 5.15
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Composite Beam Model of Specimen BI With Equal
Loads of 110 kips.
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Fig. 5.17 Exaggerated Floor Slab Normal Stress (1x for Interior

Composite Beam Model of Specimen B1 With Equal

Loads of 110 kips.
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Fig. 5.31 Free Body Diagrams of Beam and Floor Slab to Determine Shear Force Qb'
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Fig. 5.38 Summary of Forces Developed in Link and Maximum Axial Force
Outside the Link for Analyses of Experimental Specimens.
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